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Abstract or Minutese; C. 
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during the
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[. A. ;
SESSION 0P 1593-94.

ider ; THURSDAY, NOVEMBER gth, 1893.

OPENING MEETING.

The President, Mr. A. Alexander in the chair.'
On account of the popular nature of the evening’s prografee 

the regular order of business was dispensed with. ~
The meeting opened with the President’s address, outlining 

the recent discoveries in the scientific world. Mr. Alexander closed 
his addtess with a strong plea for a more hopeful confidence on the 
part of scientists in the perfection of the cosmic economy. At the 
conclusion of the President’s address the meeting was given over to 
a display of the characteristic work of the vari 
included biological, geological, botanical and photographic speci

mens. Through the kindness of Mr. J. E. P j Aldous, B. A 
musical programme was presented during the evening 

Over two hundred members of the Associati

W. P.

V. F.

aith ;

dston

ames

is sections. Thisiven

l.D. a

bull and their friends 
availed themselves of this opportunity of viewing the work of the 
various sections.V. E

.A. THURSDAY, DECEMBER Mat, 1893.
The President in the chair.
The Curator reported the donation to the museum of a num

ber of valuable specimens. One application for membership 
received.

iven

/llianv
was
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his paper, entitled •• Ater
g,v,ng an account of the different men for whom had beep claimed 
he honor of invent,ng the printer’s art, the essayist gave/» full out-

Caxton e rCmarkable W°rk accoraPhshed by our own countryman,

tn ,h/0llimg d0W" t0 ™0re recent times' the P=Per called attention 

riven ,onrTUS gr0W"‘ °f literatUrC’ and the consequent advance 

ZnV° ’ SC'enCe and socio,°gy- The paper was supple-menteci by numerous fac similes of the work of these early 
A brief discussion followed.

First

créât
evem

the p

artists.

THURSDAY, JANUARY nth, 1894.
Mr. A. T. Neill, Vice-President, in the chair.
Mr. F.

given 
an ex

l
Hansel, y. D. S., was elected an ordinary member of 

mu „ 0ne application for membership was received.
The Vice-President then called on Mr. W. Lash Miller, B.A., Ph. 

a, of Toronto University, to read a 
Theory.” Beginning from the time 
known as 
phases the

the Association.

work
paper entitled, “ The Kinetic 
of the discovery of what is 

Boyle s Law,” the lecturer traced through its various 
-development of the modern theory concerning the com-

latiZVf "!a“er,.and furthet illustrated the mathematical calcu
lai on by which scientists have worked out many interesting results

rUsl7fXeed an<1 nUmber °f the indMdUa' —u-es. A

1
1

of exc
1

and tr
J

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8th, 1894.
of thePresident Alexander in the chair. 

Mr. Wm. Mitchell was elected an ordinary member of the Asso itciation.
suitab 
ence tMr, McCullough then read 

Yates, of Hatchley, in which
short paper contributed by Mr. 

given many interesting facts 
cerning the amount of game at present obtained in that locality.

The Chairman next introduced Prof. Maurice Hutton, of 
oronto University, to read his paper entitled, “ The Antigone of 

Sophocles. After giving a brief outline of the dramatic plot, the 
paper next pointed out how this illustrated the poet's conception of 
the mystery of life. From these data two lessons were learned

1
Acon-

forth i

T
T

usual (

1
%

i
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First—The value of moderation and humility in working out the 
problem of human existence ; Second—That 
creation, however excellent, is without its inherent defect which will 
eventually lead 'to decay,

A brief discussion followed.
It was announced that the Photograph Section would furnish 

the programme for the regular meeting in March.

' THURSDAY, MARCH 8th, 1894.

President Alexander in the cfiair.
Four applications for membership were received.
After the transaction of ordinary business the meeting was 

given oyer to the members of the Photographic Section, who gave 
an exhibit of lime-light views of local and foreign scenery, mostly 
work of members of the section.

1 he display concluded with a number of Southern views, the 
work of Mr. B. E. Charlton.

9
,, read 
After 

aimed 
11 out-

no character or

tntion

4
Sts,

1er of
i

Ph. 
netic 
at is 
rious 
com- 
alcu- 
sults 
. A

THURSDAY, APRIL 12th, 1894.

Vice President T. W. Reynolds, M. D , in the chair.
The Corresponding Secretary reported the receipt of a number 

of exchanges.
The Curator announced a number of dbnations 

and museum. to the library

Mr. Robert 
elected ordinary members

Miss Louise McConnell, Miss Blanche Burns 
Campbell and Mr. Geo. Crawford, 
of the Association.

were

Mr. J. E. P. Aldous, B. A, then read a paper, illustrated with 
suitable experiments on " The Theory of Sound,” with special refer- 
ence to its application in music.

An interesting discussion followed 
forth in the paper.

LSSO-

Mr
con- on the various points set

of
THURSDAY, MAY ioth, 1894. 

The President, Mr. Alexander, in the chair. 
The Corresponding Secretary announced the 

usual exchanges and Government reports.

e of
the

n of
receipt of theed :
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The l7oZ™ZZl rbero;donations ,othe —■
suybjm,Wm' YateS' 0f H=-'=h'ey,n==ne:aininSg PaPer'COntribUted

*

X

notes on Biological
A short discussion followed. 
The annual meeting then held, and the followingwasread : reports
Report of the Council, by the Secretary.

.< „ ^,reaSUrer’ by Thos- Morris, Jr.
.............. . Curator, by Alex. Caviller.
„ „ " ecological Section, by A. T. Neill.
„ „ „ B^S'cal Section, by H. S. Moore.
« .. „ ph!l 8'CalS!Ction' by w- H. Elliott, Ph. 11.

First Vice-President, - .
Second Vice-President, - . TWP u .
Corresponding Secrecy, . . w MecT ' p
Recording Secretary, . 1 ' ga"’ & A'
Treasurer, - . b. A. Morgan, B. A.
Curator, - . ' Thos. Morris, Jr.

A-sr»»„lc„„v

Jamts Ferres. A. E. W.li.rrrL,, M A 

\ Scnven, W. H Elliott, Ph. li. - ' g’ ' A"
A vote of thanks was tendered the 

which the meeting adjourned.

for t

whic
opei

the ]
it

Nov

:i Dec.
rS

Jan.

Feb.
Feb.

AprilL.L. I)., p.
1

retiring President, after three

yet, h 
diffici

/

>:V

1
the ft 
that t) 
sible t>

A

year i
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL.
reports

for «hehsees“1I,S;;P,eaSl,re in SUbmiltiBg the f0llowinB -Port

Since its last report your Council has held nine meetings, of 
wh.ch due record has been kept in the minute book of the Council 
open to the inspection of the members of the Association.

Six general meetings of the Association have been held during 
the present session, at which the following subjects were discussed 

i893- f
Nov. 9th,—“Recent Discoveries in the Scientific World” A 

Alexander. ’
Dec. 2 rst.—“ Early Printers’ Printing and Books,” H. B. Wilton Sr 

1894.
Jan. Iith.—“The Kinetic Theory,” W. Lash Miller, B. A. Ph. B. 

(Toronto University.)
Feb. 7th.-“ Biological Notes,” Wm. Yates, Hatchley, Ont.
Feb. 7th. “ The Antigone of Sophocles,” Prof. Hutton, (Toronto 

University )
March 8th. Lantern Slides, Photographic Secti 
April nth.—“ Sound,” J. E. P. Aldous, B. A.

Six ordinary members have been added to the Association and 
three have withdrawn.

*$-

B.

).

L.

on.
■A.,

ifter
The Museum has received a number of valuable donations 

during the year, and the demand for additional accommodation is 
constantly forcing itself upon the members of, , your Council. As
yet, however, we are unable to suggest any definite solution t0 the 
difficulty.

The Council would again call the attention of the members to 
the fact that the Museum is. . °Pen every Saturday afternoon, and
that the contents of the Library and Museum are at all times acces
sible to the members of the Association.

Although in point of number of meetings and papers read this 
year may not equal the record of some previous ones, we feel cer-
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tain that the quality of the work done has in 
from that of former years.

In conclusion, we would place on record or 
loss sustained by the Association 
Mr. S. B. Sinclair, B. A.

i
no way deteriorated

sense of the deep 
in the removal from the

" deeply felt by the members of the Council, and 2^^“*

city of 
and gen-

All of which is respectfully submitted. W
and I 
use, 1 
Few ( 
or by 
truth 
centu 
of its 
parts 
evidei 
volum 
times,

A. ALEXANDER, F. R. S. S. A. MORGAN, B. A.,
President.

Secretary.

earlv , 
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berg, i 
other, 
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Section, 

d his loss 
nation.

EAjRLY PRINTING, PRINTERS AND BOOKS.
head before the Hamilton Association, December zest, ,gçs.

BY H. B. WITTON, SR.

VVT1 thC 3rt °f Printi"g With m°vablecast metallictvpes,
u"e hte 1 'k CnqU,ry WhCre that art was carried into acfuai 
use have long been and still are, attractive subjects of investigation
or h qUeS,$'T aVC bee" dtbated more zealously, for so long a time 
or by more disputants. For nearly four hundred years que!t of thé 
truth as to whete, when, and by whom this great art of the fifteenth 
century was introduced; and what beyond cavil are the particulars 
of its parentage and infancy, has been persistently made : and in all
evidence OfTf W°''d Searthcrs j*‘d » Pursuit of 
volume The ' Ï’ T'6" 'hiS Subiect- th= titles alone fill a 
.. ... lb works themselves constitute a library. At various
traes, chief honors have been claimed for different cities Tere
erXCe? '°"e' a"d 0" behalfof several of the early print- 

; ,ReCen controversy on this subject has scarcely gone beyond
berg* with °h iI,aar,em °n°ne side, and those of Guten-
berg w,lh hls associates Fust and Schoeffer, and Mainz on the 
other. Former compel,tors have been withdrawn from the contest 
and discussion is narrowed to the merits of these claimants The’
;r ,aalSO fUrtber Condenscd' as both sides now ignore, as rub- 

b sh worth ess to serve the cause of honest criticism, documents of 
questionable authenticity that formerly obtained credence

Von der Lmde, Madden, Blades, Hessels and DeVinne are hut 
a few of the authors who, of late years, have written on the subject
merit y„hosetm8‘- ThMe "t"’ “re Specia]i8ts of acknowledged 
Tnowi wbose °P,n,ons are the outcome of diversified technfcal 
X °f ‘yP°F«Phy, and of prolonged study of original

X8 Wfirz
=s SKïSSi r a—*- «

A,
Secretary.

/

marked by strong national

\
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..tides book, “The Haarlem Legend of the Invention 
At that time translator and

ing 1 
felon 
only 
nate

Von der 
of Printing.”

^ngforthree years, the 
. abject, Hessen views changed, and he has since become Von der 

L.ndes strong antagonist, Mr. Hessels’ faith in the validity of 
Costers cla.m strengthened as his belief in Gutenberg waned I„ 
1881 he wrote th= book entitled “ Gutenberg • Was He , Jr 
of Printing?-and in ,887 he issued WasHe‘heIn
nounced title “

to pa 
found 
theC 
a prin 
after t 
stenci 
lately 
sterlin 
presen 
fâcsim 
Master 
ing km 
Latin c

ventor
„ a smaller work with the pro-
Haanem, the Birthplace of Printing, not Mainz.- 

J ear,y typography, written for Vol. XXIIIIn his exhaustive article on 
of‘he Encyclopaedia Britannica. £15  ̂
stands, there-,s no choice but to credit Coster 
“on °f printing with movable type

as the casej

to the controversy, but their book! echl m ' orfna''"f°‘mation

stronger utterences of either Von der LindeJr HesseT" 1^

........dsas? - sr - ■■
In his essay, on Jean Paul Richter, Carlyle 

are nowise so simply related to each other as parent and nff n • 
are ; every single event is the "offspring not of one but of alf*"* 
events prior or contemporaneous.” Fortunately the truth 
what oracularly asserted by Carlyle, is powerless ,0 disturb 
minds. Brevity of life and limitation of human faculties 
mpossible to trace even the greatest events through 

few steps of their entangled unrestricted-relationshi 
the invention of printing is no excention r,„ u- , , 
dimly seen through the mists of the past and immeW? /"’, W 
its origin are imperfectly recorded. Block booC n ^ ? °'
and ornaments stamped on textile fabrics and chürch vIstmenTff 
not the direct progenitors of printing, are near relations, weTclôse
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c“rthr' anfgiVethebeStd“ which its history -

only kindred to printing Europe can boast. The Z east ha”' ' nate arts of great antiquity and interest. The far east ha= cog-

st c r Tl", prin,ed- il was colored by hand or
• It is one of the treasures of Earl Spencer’s cnlUr* 

latdy bought at a cost of nearly a quarter of a mill’ °?’

facsimile of this print, as a frontispiece to his great work “ Th„
Masters of Wood Engraving - It is the earliest d! ed wood enarav

La8ti„7upletUnder ‘he PiCt"re " e"graVed lhé dat 8
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Chriatoferi fnciem die quaonnqe tneria 
Ilia nempedie morte mala non morieria 

" tha‘ dRy tho“ Christopher's face shall see 
No evil death shall happen thee."

Apart from its historical worth, this print has a charm from n, 
naive manner in which the devout old artist tells the legend of St*
boJndT er ‘t'6 tha" ‘WiCe ,hestature common men, he was 
bound to serve the most powerful ruler on earth. On the Advice of

holy man, he undertook to carry pilgrims across a certain stream 
o e day a child came to be carried over. The gigantic ferryman 

surprised that the weight of the little one should be so heavy 
bu den ; and on looking up to learn the reason, he is told that the 
child borne on his shoulders is the Lord of All, and receives His 
blessing The rude picture is full of life. The great strength of 
the saint is seen at a glance from the palm tree he used 

is immense stature is evident by comparing him with 1 
at his shrine, ofryhom even the timid rabbit is not afraid
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the miller, taking grain on his ass’s back to the mill ,
Old water-wheel ; or with the burly peasant car "' Î qUaint
from the mill a sack of meal to hJa- , *’ ymg on h,s own back
of the infant Saviour who car L he ™ The beD^y
humility and astonishment on 1 tot™ ,'r h''S hand’ and -hefear!, 

are admirably expressed. • P Urned face 0* St- Christopher,

with a brownish-gfey inkTwhirh .V m°St pa“ they 
a similar way to the'sami ictes ZTo 'lÏ Z™ °“ J "d ™ 
"otext ; others had no pictures • but mol 7 block-books had 
have both text and pictures Some „fth °f ‘he COpies known‘ 
aher the manner of the St ChXu ™ *inted ”ith colour, 

Spencer Library^ contains P ’ 7™ ™ “"coloured. 

Hessels says twenty of German and ! ^ ^
"

■Hie Biblia Pauperum the heyf.l,eaVeS Pnnted °" one side only, 
leaves, on which are one hundred andT °f thMe b°°ks’ has forly 
many dramatic scenes' from Bible history ^ V PIC‘UrefS ',lustraline as 
Skeleton sermons make up a printed texfon T ^ S"'ptUre and 
called the Bible of the poor, it is said l b 7 T AI,houSh 
the less learned of the clerev anrf ’ h b°°k Was des'gned to aid 

predicatorum. ^ W3S rea,If ,he paup
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Mr. Quaritch, the London book- 
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:on";r::4t::;:0bf°t,rî:ablr « *» ». ,452,
" justified in treating it'as'urintèri'ih * T"'?' Wtob" we are 

“ or should regard it as printed whnT8 °U‘ ^ GulenberS h'mself, 
“ 'ent money to Gutenberg for th ^ °r pa,t by Fust' who had 
“ Schoeffer Jho pJS^^SST ^ mVen"°n’ ” by 

“ ye. fully answered, nor p hap lyToTe1"65' * “ qUESti°n
“ are documents of the fifteen,!, . Y be answered- There
“ aS»Cbbed various|y one or other oTZese three/' inVeMi°n "

containing two ^d^nd^rf prmted book!i '« a bible

the column less than the Maarine'Bfok ““d '°
Psalter. The thirty six line n n b e ’ and lhe first Mainz
Bible, is scarcely'less'famous Tan* .Tm™ ^ ^ Pfia‘« 
Mainz Psalter, printed by Fust and Scf^îT""* B'ble’ a"d the 

book printed with a date Of the Pfi “ '457, 15 tbe first
no, more than ten co‘L ! ' °‘ thirt^“ B*'Bible,
the Mainz Psalter are known d"enty one c0P'es of
dated 1459. Only " fe„ 2 Btne ^ ^ "*

‘iful copy is in the Imperial Library’ 53,8 ‘he m0St beau’
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decade of the art of printing were produced from at least four 
different kinds of types. Experts differ in opinion as to how these 
types were made, as much as they do in regard to who madé them. 
Some believe with Fournier—a typefounder and engraver—that the 
Mainz Psalter was printed with wood letters ; others equally 
petent to judge agree with DeVinne that “ no book was ever printed 

in Europe with small types of wood.” And there seems to be a 
balance of probability that these types were of metal, cast from 
pattern letters of wood in sand or clay, after the manner of working 
jewelry and trinkets at that time, and, that after being so cast, they 
were trimmed and finished by hand. In the Mainz Psalter different 
impressions of the same letter of the alphabet exhibit variations of 
form, readily detected by the practised eye. Such variety of form 
in the same letter may be inadequate proof the types used were 
wood or metal ; but it does show that the making of types with 
steel punch, and copper matrix to serve as a mould for type metal 
fusible at a lower temperature, was a step further on in the progress 
ofihe art.
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Inscriptions—colophons—formerly placed at the end of books, 
used to give readers the information now printed on title-pages at 
their beginning. Of the books printed at Mainz, in the first decade 
of the art of printing, some have colophons informing the reader 
where they were produced and by whom ; and that they 
printed, and not written with reed, stylus, or pen. Of the inventor 
of the art of making books by such new method, nothing, however is 
said ; on that point the oracles are dumb, 
hedged around and the art carried on with a view to secrecy ; of 
that there is little ground for doubt. Publicity would have im
periled control of the new art, and might have reduced the 
tary value of books produced in so innovating a manner. Early 
printed books were facsimiles of early manuscripts in every day 
use, and could hardly be distinguished from them. Mr. Blades ^ 
relates that a few years since an English book-seller of experience 
and reputation unwittingly sold for half a crown, as an old manu
script, a book printed by Caxton, worth its weight in gold. Popular 
belief that Fust sold in Paris some jaf his early-printed Bibles as 
manuscrips, may not have been altogether without foundation. Be' 
that as it may, name of producer, place, and details of origin were

were
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Primed in former «mes can bVfoundV* UntrUe' that no books 

Chronicle bears ,he name of John Kodhof'r"^ The C°,og“ 
‘he wn,er 15 unknown, It was writt . ’ Urger of Cologne; but 
bances the interest of his account h '4"' a"d the writer en- 
brought the art of printing to Cologne aid'"8 U'rich ZeU- wh° 
printer there, told him by word of m ,7 T* at ‘hat time still a 
gress of that art. Koelhof was biZlT * beginning a"d pro- 
credited with being first of the printers to intT" °f n°tC’ and is 
sheet the use of printed in lien lntroduceon each finished
bookbinders. He commenced to orrnt"6"»^111"5 “ " guide for 
Zell arrived there from Mainz abou^ ten " r ' ln '472' aH<i as 
probable that Koelhof learned the ar ,before lhat date, it is
Other evidence of great volum» h prlnt,ng from Zell himself.
direct, is adduced mZ™ r™h0f;‘ ^ a»d

graphy was first invented by Gutenh ‘hl“ *e art of typo-
Mainz; that capital for carrying ouZgZ Û" practised at 
n,shed by Fust: that, tired a, Gutenh “ ü ”6 P‘anS was
against him for the money loaned a„dÏ * *'m t0ok

art was further completed ,nd ^ 
came Fust’s partner.
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On the Haarlem side of the question no books of Dutch 
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production than these, and which are pointed to 
Haarlem is the true birth place of printing ; but, lik ' 
oarly productions of the Mainz press, they bear 
date.

e some of the 
no name, place, nor

Numerous narratives of events, and statements of a minor 
ktnd, were collected by Meerman, and have been quoted by later 
wnters m aidof the claim of Coster. Among theseIs the 
genealogy of the Costers, in the Town Hall at Haarlem ; a history 
f pnntmg, satd to have been written by Van Zorn and lost in the

years r Holland,,Vr'T fr°m an I,a'ian Wh° had lived 
years in Holland, that Gutenberg stole the art from Coster. But
wasmmaSHeXP d,CirCUmStantial daim for Coster and Haarlem 
Bala ' VV W°rk Called’ after ,he ancient name of Holland 
Batavia, which was written by the Dutch savant Young, or Junius 
as he was naVjed, after the Latinizing fashion of the fîmes. The

heWdaea,ahP7t Um0US Tk’ PUb'ished in '538' thirtae" years 
after the death of Jumus and one hundred and thirty years after
he prodnetion a, Mainz of the psalter of ,457. The notab, e pan 

of the statement by Jumus is : That one hundred and twenty-five 
years before he wrote, Coster printed on paper for his grand
children some letters cut from the bark of a beech tree; thaf con
templa ,ng greater things, with his son-in-law’s aid, he made an ink 
more glutinous than common ink, and printed with it the Speculum 
nostrae SahaHcms. He then changed his types of wood fofleaden 
types, and these were afterwards changed for types of tin ; and his 
business prospering, John, one of his servants-supposed ,0 be Fust
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s::; .fam.ly were all a, church, stol’e ,he whoÎeTf hi"’ Whe" ** C° 
apparatus, fled to Amsterdam, thence to CnÎ maS‘er’S priming 
Itshed a printing office at Mainz where he 8ne’ ‘“dfinall>' esd»b-

Cornells, a bookbinder of Haarlem e^My0 mf°rmed him ‘ha‘

an array of namTTuJbl TeTiT!^ °” reC°rd f” which such 

and its appraisal runs the complete scaleT" T ™ commendation ; 

fiction. The records of Haarlem 7 h‘St0rical to idle
bookbinder of that date, and two different fair "h ^ C°melis’ " 

on them the honor, of Coster’s lineage Th7 had thrUst 
innkeeper, it was found, died in ,d7 „■ he.first Laurenc 
up; but since 187.0 the career n/39' i.H'S C aim has been given 
been found to fit in part into the IT " C,°Ster’ of Parlent, has 
Bessels admits some parts of that account"! ^ JUmUS’ th°U8h Mr' 

Chief interest in the Junius slat ” yCt *° be exPlained. 
Coster is said ,0 have printed Tnd n h Ce"treS ™ book 
Coster's servant printed with the stolen ‘WO °kS Junius
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has been claimed by the Costerians; but from the 
four editions of the Doctrinale 
small Donatus

same types
mentioned, and six editions of the 

grammar have been found. With subtle but 
What strained reasoning, Mr. Hessels endeavors to show that alto-
Ln brX”ghr,ChhatPrintedb0°kS' " fragmemS ^

some-

fftttnrsrr-zSrisTSDonates grammar. It is further argued, these books are more
tweXh a" jh,C Carly Mai”Z b00ks ; and »re » necessary link be- 
tween the rudely-cut letters of the block books and the superb
minted” , uSchoeffer' Moreover. these Donatus grammars
printed with movable types like those used in the Speculum, are, it
s urged, the veritable books spoken of in the Cologne Chronicle
«Ï 'i;HWolLdPrefigUrement °f pHnti^ ™

were

;

wh Jh‘!,P°'nt °f the dlscussion necessarily hinges on the question 
hether the forty-seven books and fragments of books printed with 

type and in a manner more archaic than German type and printing, 
a older than the Mainz Indulgence, of i454, and should, therefore, 
be historically placed before it. Waiving for the time positive 
affirmations pro and con, the answer of Wm. Blades-a friendly 
Witness for Haarlem-made shortly before his death in 1890, is 
worth quoting. He says : “ Honestly speaking, I think the direct 

proofs insufficient; but if we study the typographical evidence by 
the light of the Cologne Chronicle, the probabilities 
quite on the side of the Costeriana. *

seem to me
.... * The evidence on

each side may be enlarged in the course of years, but so far as it 
goes at present it is strongly in favor of the first rude invention of 
moveable types in Holland by 
been Coster.

. whose name may have
The claim of Gutenberg upon the respect of posterity 

rests on his great improvements—so great as to entitle him in 
sense to be deemed I he inventor—foremost in 
first in time.” ’

some one

a
excellence if not 

Dutch school
grammars which were the prefigurement—0f the Mainz 
invention, were Xylographie or Block-book Donatuses ; and to con
strue the reference in the Chronicle to them, to mean they were printed

On behalf of Mainz it is contended that the

♦

w
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account givefby’’ZeVo/the '^invemioTof meanin8less the whole
«rged, the at, of.pri„,i„g with Jovah," , P" g' 11 is further 
practised in Holland without elicitin ,PK C°U,d not have been 
cultivated men 0f that time Amon/ T*™' fr°m artists and 
Erasmits both lived i„ the Low Countsd"”0^’ Ca*'°" and 
latter half of ,he fifteenth centuf ,, f "g * 8°°d Part °< the 
being the birth-place o, printing Ye, Erasm°‘h ^
btrth ; Caxton lived in Bruges a quar L Ja “ H°,lander by

such ‘erms of personal intimacy wfth b°th w«e
were such admirers of the nrintinJ 'he P"nters °'" the time and 
Holland, Of movable t pes co d I n ^ j~n, i„
knowledge. It is admitted L no "
Perhaps school
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n, . , , escaped their 
books of that da ° °°^ ^onatus’s known :

generally have been, and now are.y MoreT,7 pe"Shable 'ban they 
before will be made, and fifteenth searc^ than ever
lurking places will ije ransacked for "tZ bt,nd'ngS a"d 3,1 lik<% 
seven Costeriana will also be subjected^™’ " t>Pe$ of the forty, 
by experts, and by these and kindred me S)?tematic examination 
considered by Mr. Blades necessary beft, theenlarged evidence, 
maX yet be found. ^ ore» Pass,ng final judg

Europe5, in two'hid rectos an drowns Tn: “ T throughout 

Koburger, Colard Mansion and Caxton Jî ’ 'duS Manutius, 
enthusiastic men whose names are on T f “ ** °f the 
century printers. Koburger at Nuremh * °f fifteen‘h
four presses and a hundred men He nZZ WOrk twen‘y 
the Latin Bib_le. and an‘i||ustrate GeerPr;nted tWe,''e cdhtons of
masterpiece. Aldus Manutius followed 1 S“'d *° be his 
Jenson a, Venice, and made 1* a work o h' Z ^ °f 
knowledge of the Greek classics. So well did h ‘° $Pread
task, that he sold a pocket edii.v, r d d he
equivalent to fifty cents a volume ■ »h”“ authors a‘ a price 
the King of France, Louis XI ’ar ! ’ V thlr‘>’lears before, 
had to pledge plate in security’for ^ h"8 ‘° °'d bib'iographers, 
Italian nobleman sold an estate L b, borro/ed volume,
•he A,dine printers did for Greek the Elf" °fU^
" " ■■

ment,

more

a
succeed in his

and an 
What
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anH h imTberS 0f lhe distin8uished Elzevir family were printers
v ars rh S; “ °"e hundred *"d *>«» consecutive
years then presses sent forth twelve hundred editions, nine hundred™ rs: - ■“ -
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But none of the old 
ship to English literature 
readers his

printers stands in such intimate relation- 
William Caxton ; and to English 

r , , na™e and books have charms exclusively their own.
Caxton learned the printing art on the Continent, probably at
lackinê\S00n teLthVear 147,1 AlthouSh direct testimony is 
lacking, ,t ,s probable that Veldner, Colard Mansion and Caxton
worked together at Cologne in the same office, but under what 
master-printer is conjectural. Biographies of Caxton have, within a 
few years past, been written by Charles Knight and by Mr. Blades. 
To both the work was a labour of love, and both were printers who 
wrote with the enthusiasm of craftsmen for their art. Charles 
Knight was a pioneer in opening up the treasures of good literature 
to the masses, and was so advanced a printer, publisher and author 
as to be called the Caxton of the nineteenth century. His Cycle- 
pædia, issued in penny numbers half a century ago-one of hi, 
many enterprises to popularize knowledge—cost for literary labour 
alone ^40,000. Mr. Blades, in his life of England’s first printer, 
has traced out and studied the productions of Caxton’s 
pious care unsurpassed by that of a Brahman for his lexis ; and his 
book, as ,t deserves to be, is already a classic. But Caxton left 
neither letters nor journals, and but scanty materials of any kind 
for a biographer to work upon ; and his life is best known by his 
works, and by such glimpses of his contemporaries and his own 
personal experience as are given in the delightful introductions he 
wrote to h,s books. The date of Caxton’s birth is usually stated 
to be 1412, but Mr. Blades thinks he was not born before 1422 
His place of birth was in the weald of Kent, and, he says, there he 
studied English, where he doubts not is spoken as rude and broad 
English as in any place in England. He went to school • but 
whether in London or in a country school is not known. In the 
prologue to his Life of Charles the Great, he expresses his gratitude 
to God for the simple cunning according to which his translation 
has been made, adding : "lam also bounden to pray for my fader

as
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“and moder’s sowls thaï in

“»hi=h I get my hVing , h2y.°U! ? Se“e me 10 sc0,e> by 
Caxton was apprenticed to Robin Tar ^ SCh°°l
reputation who, was Lord Mayor i„ !* L°nd°n

treat) 
vemb 
ton a 
to se 
lapsei 
lish c 
Parlia 
For a 
trade 
but af 
the a< 
buying 
in 146 
Edwai 
his sis 
held a 
succee

mercer of

Abroad, war with France" «home «7 St°re for En8>and.home, starvation and want among theISslIiSHe
the nation. Strange sights fore. ' , a would burst UP™ 
attention during his London apprentir?™ arr<Sted CaXlon’s 
days, a dame of high degree barefoot ^ F°r lhree alternate 
and followed in procession'by Mayor‘and ™ ba",d’ C'ad 3 sheet' 
the public streets, from the Thame. , o VIC dlSn,taries, walked 
sorceries with the witch of Eye ■ heads Sf v™'*' Penance for 
stuck on poles on London Bridge an/ ‘iSh "risers”"ere 
years was degraded from his priesl ood andl ** °f ^ 
Lollard,sm. Large died before Caxtont bUm‘ °n Tower hi" for 
the apprentice was sent to fiJsh . S appremiceship ended; and 
Mercers Company, a, Brul n ** service of the

to supervise and control Enghsh mer h f''ern°rS haVi"g aUthori-y 
snd to make a„ ,rade regu i„n7,ha, ’ ‘"“h”* W,'h Bürgundy 
treaty rights. No good, could dea to"6 ?S°nab,e a"d mlhi" 
th= seal of the Governor of the Merch.m L England wi,houl 
received two pence for each parcel edCo., who 

as merchants could not pack their own ,* appo'n,ed packers, 
should be included; and he had n wares- les‘ prohibited goods 
merchants and mariners, who cXT" Ca'' ‘° his aid £-elve 
disputes. ’ Wh0 co|lectively settled all commercial

/
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» 7«“^'Xw^i.R,r.ïrz:
l.Td' th h‘llP °f B“rgUndy refUSed to Pass «"Other treaty ; Eng 
lish cloths were excluded from his dominions ; and the English
Parliament prohi b.ted the importation of Flemish goods into England
tmdeah the,merChantS of both countries saved a part of their 
trade by smugghng goods indirectly through adjacent
but after a year the Earl of Warwick instructed Caxton to see that 
the act of the English Parliament forbidding English traders from 
buying goods in Burgundy was carried out. Philip, however, died 
in 1467, and his son Charles the Bold succeeded to the Dukedom. 
Edward the IV, of England, adroitly negotiated a marriage between 
hi sis er Margaret and the Duke. The wedding ceremonies were 
held at Bruges in 1468, and Caxton and his company soon after 
succeeded in obtaining a new commercial treaty.

It was in March, 1468, busy year as it was for him, that Cax- 
ton commenced his translation of the " Histories of Troy.” When 
he had translated five or six quires the work was put aside, with no 
intention to resume it. But after a lapse of two years the Duchess 
Margaret sent for Caxton to speak with him on divers things, and 
he told her Grace of the translation he had begun. She bade him

hïL*r.i-“4
should be finished.
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Accordingly Caxton’s translation into English 
Of the Histones of Troy, which he began at Bruges, and 
tmued at Ghent, was finished at.Cologne in the year r47,. At 
the end of the third book, he writes that his pen is worn and 
weary, eyes dim, ardour to work lessened, and that 
ginning to make his body feebler. As his book was promised 
„ friends and others as soon as possible, he adds :—“ I have 
„ ,P/ Se.d.and leamcd- al my gr=at charge and dispense,
„ hls sald book in print, after the manner and form as ye may here
“ been ^"to ^

con-

age was be-

to ordain

my of 
ercial

a sacred heir-
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English speaking people r,
-p .hat^™i;:,,):ahistoryoftheT;oja"

- of knight erranty, written by Ran ! °V!, Stones- mX‘hs, and 
10 Ph«'P Duke of Burgundy Th Chap'ain

auhe ducal court. Blades says copi« 0f Î® ^ Were poPu,ar 
«.Stones of Troy are fourteenth» ? " ReCufeI1 of ‘he
British Museum, Oxford, Cambridge sf. ^ beS'deS those of ‘he
of Physicians, London. In ,8,2 ,he nuc ^ a"d lhe College 
^».°6= res. for a copy of the Troy book Devr"lsh‘>e paid

from which they primed^atdthTH^r ‘° resembfe the manuscripts 
a .ex- Similar ,0 the handwriting of^Z ^ P""*d*»
°f the Mercers’ Company A m,m Preserved in the records 
s.on’s own hand is i„ the Paris National Lib16" by C°'ard

—■at--—* •

,0°m with the rarest treasures of 
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the types of Caxton’s 
and a member of one of the guild.'f6 manuscriP‘ writer at Bruges 
a» of printing about the «e learned^

doubt he founded the types used bv th u i**™’ “d wi‘hou‘ 
earl.er books. The manufacture of m ^ ^ Printing their
many craftsmen before the invention ”, Cnp‘ b°oks employed
themselves into guilds called after St TrfT®' TheSe formed 
appropriate names. One* these guild 1 ^’ S‘‘ Luke’ and olher 
la Plume.” Their work found its Lyttofh “ U$ Fr<!res de 
nobles, and into all the courts- of Burn n h°meS °f cu,‘iva‘ed 
fond of learning, and the best artiste 0f Eu r'P’ ‘he G°°d| Was 
Bruges. His library was considered to h T U"d tbeir waf ‘° 
dom. I, consisted of nearly 2,0O0 volumes6 h ^ in Chris,en- 
were most tastefully written and °„“■ Ch,efly,n rellum. They 
bindings, Studded with gems and dm'nated’ and were kept i„ rich 
and jowelled gold. M^ of the,! Z1 ^ ChspS «*«d

Royal Library at Brussels. ca boolls are yet in the
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our time, rZeigh^om^T PrmM bia books, 

cuttings, made after three somcwha d.ff mS’ °‘ five seParate 
Chronological convenience, in his fife 0, r S‘y'eS o{ ^ters ; for 
by numbers from one to six, flelve of 0°"; ? desi6n=ted 
mpnnt of his device and initials The de ° °" ® books bear ‘he 

by a fanciful arrangement of Arabic nume 7 WaS f°™erly thought, 
'474 ; but similar characters have bee^ f \‘° d'Signate ‘he year 
member of the Mercers’ Guild and am 7 °" lhe tomb of a 
used in Doomsday Book. The sea, 22 '7 C°ntrac"”a ^bols 
tile Governorship at Bruges likelv by him during his mercan- 
resembled it. 865 sugges‘ed its use, and may have
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thius; Reynard, the Fox • The Fa hi Ury 7aIes of Chaucer ; Boe- 
England; Higden's Polychromcon aid 7 2°P ’ Chr°nicles of 
together he printed in England excluding 2" Legend- Al- 
Pages, most of them of folio ize * -8,=00

translated by his own pen. I„ his Z d 7 4’5°° pages ^re
benefit of his parish church fifteen „ C " be<iueathed for the 
These sold at an average price of ‘he GoIden Legend,
copy, a sum equivalent to about $, 00 ' g?nd e'ght P="ce a 

not àn exhorbitant sum for a tari 11 modern money. That 
each of his books was—in a small ed.V UStmted book printed—as 
limited to 300 copies, of the same bnnl°"' A.luxurious edition, 
Caxton, has been recently printed at the Kelm °r'8"la"y printed by 
Mr. William Morris. The price for2J™ preSS of ,be P°et 
£'° ios. tbe set of three volumes is

was

books, his work has received freouem r A fir prmter of. English 
some criticism. In his address on histoT''cibh'^aPPredation- 
that Caxton, forced to comply with the — bb°n exPresses regret 
printed mawkish stories for tL idl j'™5 °f b“ readers, 

the credulous; that the world isand s“Perstitious legends for 
-gle first edition of a clas^ alo ' Ztllt 7 ^ a 
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i:^g"Sh;rinS'at'0n by TreV,Sa' Such criticism from Gibbon 
started h,s readers, but did not change regard for Malory’s Legends 
and Chaucer’s Tales. It is singular that Gibbon should have 
«t,mated Caxton’s contributions to English literature, or the relative
Ze fleck °the'Shm°ther ‘0ngUe' BU‘ the Ni^st mirror has
Gibbon r ' h ?" Cye 'tSelf has its tiny blind spot; and 
Gibbon, to whom the secrets of the past stood revealed so
Se hreSaW t,h;,fU,Ure 0f hiS 'a"g-ge, that buf'fm 

in Enélish W°Th Z6 WriUen hiS hiSt°ry in French and not 
time ofcihh, n y ‘aS‘e °f °Ur day is -hat of the 
hat Caxton n f' °,U:.Censors and suides think it singularly fitting
n he Zf T , 5 m°‘her t0ngUC' 3nd did “rm his back

the perfect portraiture of English life and character furnished by
I Canteroury Pilgrims. German, Italian and French

■ e? surPaased Caxton’s work in mechanical niceties of the 
! ” 3rt; r!" h,s shortcomings in those particulars were

. *eu“P y special merit in other branches of,his calling He 
wot ed w,th persistent varied industry; and his books, printed in

the found 7 SPf6Ch °f the Pe°Ple’ have become th= corner stone of e foundatton for a great literature. When his services are fairly
aise , none of his contemporaries in the printing art will be

couMrv’s hTSS himjn m?t- His name is inte™°ven with his 

"distributed °7 ’ b'S 0wn words : “ Other monuments" b he 1 J?8 ChangCS endure bul fo^short time or season ;
"17 Value of h,storydiffa=ed and spread by the universal world, 

hath t,me, wh.ch consumed, all other things, as conservatrice and 
and keeper of her work.”
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une ey printed ten thousand distinct works, an average of nearly
“Z "Z 7 aC°m' if S,°W 10 Berminat!, became a 
sturdy oak 1 he art "which has conferred immortality on the works 
of man ” has grown with the spread of knowledge, kept in pIrZt 
touch wuh industrial invention, and has made art, chemistry, and 

mca science its handmaidens, ministering to its progress. In
Ens and tW° hU"dred and fifty-f0"r worts were published in
0; ,t xvi,h aVe?ge CVe,ry f°Ur day= °f the number is=ued each year 
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BY W. LASH MILLER, b. A., PH. B.

In the middle of. the seventeenth 
the death of Galileo, Robert Boyle, 
one of the founders

century, twenty years after 
an Irish -gentleman ofcessasthe trT,0n °f a,>’ made in this connec,ion, he pub.isheGr

h, ' !6’ ®xOerin'cnts on the Spring of the Air,” and the fact then 
established, v,Z; that the volume of a given quantity of air at any 
given.empire, is inversely proportional to the pressure on ,"s

hold d Cr T’ 3 rulesh0Brn by subsequent investigations to 
hold good for other cases, formed the foundation on which the
This' d7 1 C°nStitUti0n of matter w=re afterwards built 
I h,s paper did not however attract much attention at the time and 
the achievements of Newton, a youth of twenty when the 7 
of the Air” was published, monopolized for a time the ahentt'^f 

the scientific world, and gave an impulse and direction to the study 
of physics which have lasted down to our own day

Influenced, no doubt, by his great contemporary's recent 

nn„ r,i. , . astronomy and optics, Daniel Bernoulli
one of the more celebrated mathematicians of the time, endeavored 
y means of a mechanical hypothesis, to account for the behavior of 

gases and more especially for the relation between pressure and 
volume discovered by Boyle. Air, being invisible and known only 
y the resistance it offers to moving bodies, its weight and its other 

properties, might, in the absence of any direct evidence on the sub 
jeet with equal right be regarded either as filling uniformly all the 
space occupied by it, as water seems to fill a glass, or on the other 
Hand as consisting of a number of small particles

means,

m
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1'his experiment having destroyed the prevalent theory of heat 
middle of this 1 '° ** h'ntS 3$ ‘°> new one> and about the
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motion is hindered,
,h„ as motion of some sort. Bernoulli’s eas
theory was eagerly se.zed upon as affording the necessary basis for 

e-eons/,uctmn and from the day that/heat was -explained "Z be
of:hS“arm°r my bed3ted *he -dern revival

It was now easy to see why the pressure exerted by a gas
faste fàndTt When,,the ^ ^ ^ ifthe n’°lecul« flew
they cS.M "eW eXp'anati0n of the ris= ™ temperature)
rat ? r u ‘° St"ke harder on the walls of the prison. A 
calculation of the rate at which these bodies must be moving, ifthe

temneramr k 15 P°UndSi per Square inch verted at ordinary 
oZ! , T y °ne °UnCe °f 3ir C°nfined in a ^ace of one cubic 
ga nst h !,CC°Unted f°r by ,he bombardment of its molecules 
gainst the walls, gave 5 25 yards per sec. a result which 

surprising in itself but which seemed 
facts.
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Ought not the perfume of a plant or the noxious odours of 

chemical laboratory to spread with incredible swiftness 
small space of a room

t

across the
lf the molecules of the gases composing them 

were really moving at so unheard of a rate ? This discrepancy was 
owever soon seen to bfe the result of a misunderstanding ; the 

motion of the molecules might well be very swift and yet their pro
gress in a straight line—hindered as it must necessarily be by the 
numerous collisions of one against the other—comparatively slow. 
A mathematical investigation of the question showed that, in order 
to reconcile the calculated velocity of the individual molecules with 
t e observed rates of diffusion of one gas into another, the " mean 
free path ” or space through which an air molecule may hope to 
travel before running against a neighbor must be extremely short 
on the average about halfa millionth inch, or in other words, in a 
second it must undergo between four and five thousand million col- 
Usions and as many changes of direction.

The chance of a collision is, however, obviously greater the 
greater the diameter of the particles (imagining them for simplicity’s 
sake to be spherical in form), and an enquiry into the whole subject

;
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obtains), held it a most wonderful thing and a conclusive proof of 
the ‘ truth » of the hypothesis and of the “ real existence ” of mole
cules, that from the molecular diameters it was possible to calculate 
the rate of diffusion, from the molecular volumes the variation from 
the law of Boyle, etc. etc., calculations which obivously are a mere 
retracing of the steps by means of which these quantities themselves 
were originally deduced.
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vagueness of thought with respect to a scientific matter is 
due no doubt almost entirely to the fact that the development of the 
conception from the days of Bernoulli down has been in the hands 
of professed mathematicians, men whose writings are unintelligible 
to all unfamiliar with the infinitesimal calculus, and lest we should 
deem it strange for men to take an interest in and even to hold 
pronounced views on a subject which from its very nature they 
could but unperfectly master, it is well to consider how few could be 
found in a large city capable of giving a satisfactory account of the 
grounds on which the prevalent views on the solar system are based, 
though fewer still perhaps doubt their substantial accuracy. The 
conceptions of the Kinetic theory were insensibly and vaguely ex
tended from the case of gases (for which alone they were first de
veloped) to include all state of matter : for do not liquids and solids 
expand on heating ? are not phenomena of diffusion as common among 
liquids as among gases : and should not the same process in the 
different cases be explained by the same mechanism ? At the same 
tune a certain enthusiasm on the part both of the developers of 
the theory and of their audience, added to the inability of most of 
the latter from want of a mathematical training, to take active part 
m the discussion, gradually led the teachers to teach and the hearers 
to accept the hypothetical premises of the theory as established 
facts ; the molecular world became a world of realities, and in striv
ing to reduce all physical phenomena to the interaction of the laws 
of motion and of attraction the Kinetic Theory posed as “ the 
Astronomy of the infinitely small.'' Tyndall’s book was entitled 

Heat as a Mode of Motion.” O. E. Mayer, after much warning 
against “ mere uncertain hypotheses,” says it is “ proved beyond all 
doubt ” that heat is a kind of motion. And now in Canada in a book 
intended for the instruction of youth in our high schools in Ontario 
we find the conception of “molecules” introduced in the first
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SOME PHENOMENA OF SOUND.
Ktad before the Hamillo» Association, Thursday, Afrit ai, ,Sç4. 

BY !■ E- R ALDOVS, B. A.

Before proceeding to the special consideration of sound as it 
appears m musm, it will b= well to consider the property of sound 
pure and simple. Years ago a friend of mine, who 
suggesting perplexing conundrums for his own amusement and the 
onfusion of his friends, made the statement to me that sound does 

exist, unless some one is present to hear it. Now, it depend 
on what you mean by sound whether or not this is true. Every 
one has heard the vibration of a violin string or piano string when 
t has been set In motion by bow, hammer or finger. Were it not 

for the sounding board, very little sound would be heard 
VI rating string ; but, a suitable sounding board being provided the 
vibrations are communicated by the string to the sounding board 
which gathers them up, amplifies them, and transmits them to the 
surrounding atmosphere, where they go on circling out and out, like

CS ,C.aUSeJ by a pebb,e thrown '"to wafer, until they reach 
omethmg that prevents them going further, or till they disappear 

through attenuation. If these vibrations reach the drum of an ear 
a sensation is conveyed to the brain and we say we » hear a sound " 
LC the brain » conscious of certain air-vibrations having impinged 
on the tympanum of the ear. So, if by "sound" you mean the 
sensation of vibration, my friend’s statement

was addicted to

from such

stance^th ^ TT"' * ^ ^ 'hey stances that excite them, whether any person is present
them or not.

you :|

to perceive

pounded a theory £i^Lr «

all, but is a substantial something that is communicated from what 
ever generates the sound through the medium of the air to the 
person who perceives it. As our time does not allow us to fully

A short while
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its who While speaking of the

p.pe; shave off one side of the stopped end until an aperture is 
made, put a tongue of thin wood or metal over this opening and 
fasten it to the end farthest from the end of the pipe. If you try to 
blow into the end the air will have difficulty in getting through the 
aperture and the spring of the tongue will start a vibration which 
wil produce a note determined by the number of vibrations made.
I called0"8"6 “T811 10 “e °n the ed8es ‘he aperture it
is called a “striking reed,” if it is
to and fro it is called a “ free reed.” 
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The orchestral oboe and 
somewhat different principle, or rather different 
same principle. The entrance to the pipe is

,■ n, a Up by tW0 thin ton®ues (cal|ed reeds) which meet 
together and spring apart again under the influence of the
MWHW,Ü'Ch |! StriVing l° Cnter the piPe- In a" »e cases men- 
tioned the vibrations started would have very little effect if ihev
were not caught in a tube or sound-box of some kind, so as to be 
amplified before being transmitted to the surrounding atmosphere 

We will now consider the starting of sound by ...„, 
stretched string or wire. If a wire is stretched tightly betw 
points it will, if disturbed, start 
ally diminish until it returns
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w I depend on the length of string, its thickness, and the tightness 
with which ,t ,s stretched. When it is tight enough to make sixteen 
or more vibrations per second, it becomes a musical note. It will 
however, make but little sound unless it has a sound-board or 
resonance chamber in connection witlf it. The same applies to the 
tuning fork, which forms tone by vibrations of the 
barely heard until the base of the fork is 
some kind.
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%Several interesting and instructive experiments can be made by 
the aid of the machine called the Siren, which help to establish 
many facts in connection with sound and its action. Imagine a 
pipe conveying a current of air or steam ; this pipe is opposed to the 
flat surface of a disk (metal, wood or cardboard) which revolves on
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; each 
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the knowledge of the speed of sound enables 
circumstances to measure distances.

one under certain 
You see the flash of a distant 

gun and some seconds later you hear the report-the number of 
seconds, 380, gives the number of yards distance. You see a 
flash Of lightning and you count the seconds following-4or 
call it 5 seconds tell you that the storm is one mile distant and you 
are safe for the present. ’

The amplitude of loudness is dependent on the density of the 
atmosphere in which the sound is started, not on that in which it is 
heard. The atmosphere on the top of Mount Blanc is about 
the density of that on the level. Two 
one on the summit and 
effects.

half
guns of equal calibre fired 

the level would have very different 
... , , *he°ne fired in the dense atmosphere below would most 
likely be heard above; but the one fired in the lighter air above 
would start such feeble vibrations that they would be very unlikely 
to travel far% 7 3

An interesting experiment

one on

be shown by suspending a bell 
in an air pump with an attachment by which you can ring the bell. 
As the air is withdrawn the ringing sounds fainter and lainter until 
it becomes inaudible. If hydrogen gas is let into the bell it does 
not help the sound, because it is such a thin and very elastic gas 
that the air vibrations get no support to travel on. If the lungs are 
filled with hydrogen and the subject attempts to speak, the resultant 
voice is a mere squeak. Whether this is because the vocal chords 
starts vibrations in the light hydrogen and therefore sound weak or 
the hydrogen is unable to excite

can

usical 
ission 
begin 
ch of 
n the 
:ss of 
ily to 
stab- 
tent,

than a feeble vibration of the 
vocal chords is a matter to be decided by the laryngoscope.

Ihe velocity of sound in water is more than lour times its 
velocity in air ; its velocity in iron, 17 times ; its velocity along the 
fibre of pine, 10 times. The reason is that the elasticity of these 
substances as compared with their respective densities is vastly 
greater than the elasticity of the air compared with its density."'

As we have more experience of the travel of sound through 
air than through any other medium, we will consider the different 
conditions of air and their effect on the transmission of sound. As 
before noted, sound travels

more

the

ihe
the

> of
s at

quickly in warm air than in cold, 
the difference being, roughly, about one foot for one deeree 
Fahrenheit. g

moreall
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opinion that foggy atmosphere 
case ■ a„ T Experiment!> have proved 

mTsîy a“ it'T”? "0t °n,y furlher but 
are what are technically caliecUctt" Pr°Ved' however> 
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(or Wire) is
nçee dependent on

-rr'*-ajje"sntir.r -ocLelTfo^noleJ Wand^ca„a T' ‘ higher <('' *' •"
higher vibrates Jh twlce th speedZZ ! . ‘ S°Und ^ °C'aVe 
the twelfth has thr« »■ u P d f the fundamental note, that 
that r h , h f .the speed' and s° on, giving us the rule 
of strina"1”^ ^ ° Vlbrat,ons is in '"verse proportion to the length

■rren, like a piano,
.hickless from™,hëCh°flhe Ca'CU'ation t0 «rade th= wires in
Li es of the tr h heaVyKCOVered wires of the bass to the thin 
th o gh u Cb,e' S° tha‘ thC ‘°”e ™ay b= evenly graded
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If a stretched string is lightly touched at some section half third
4nn?H °rHSOme f,66"'16 fraClional part °f it" length the rest of thé 

String divides itself into sections of similar length, and this is proved
by the fact that small pieces of paper perched on the string a!these 
sections (or nodes as they are called) retain their places when the
off frn mediately.^ ^ ‘ ^ WMIe °therS p,a“d midway « thrown

inn sfrinLtSerVanCe °fl,°deS' “ partial vibrations, found in vmrat- 
mg strings bring us to a most interesting part of the study of sound 
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number^f vibrM^ons^v muUH ‘he l*'™™ S*es a,so i,s
These overtones can so^s ^f

they can be plainly brought out bvrésonl Una'dcd’ but
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RESUME.

of air vibrations being transmitted to

5is also its 
ntal tore, 
tided, but 
tl e notes

1. Sound is the result 
the brain by thetear drum.

2. Musical sounds the result of regular vibrations, noise of
irregular.ntily and 

We all 
un, flute, 
ved that 
with the 
's. One 
mother’s 
vertones 
t quality

but needtiÎral,°Te by vibratin8 ^ring, reed or fork,
orderLtrlveltn"8 ? S°Und'b°ardS " reSOnance <*»«■« in

4- Organ-pipes stopped at the upper end sound 
lower than pipes of the same length open 

5. Pitch of sound depends 
waves ; loudness

an octave

on length (or frequency) of air 
or amPtitude, on width of waves : quality, on the

--- is.
- trave^s’ rou8hly speaking, 1140 feet per second, a
' r y ve seconds ; light at 200,000 miles per second.
7- Sound travels feebly in varied

ids are 
oduced 
olz, the 
tuning- 
of the 
tone to

mile in

air or light gas suchhydrogen. as

8. Sound is not hindered but rather assisted by fog or 

air will destroy the carrying 

as quickly in water as in air, 17

dampness.
9- Strata of unhomogeneous 

power of sound.
10. Sound travels four times

twTrtheyn°urmnbUmberdPtb56'0"11 °fdS mike!
twice the number made by a sound an octave lower

12. The lowest note audible to the human ear has about ,6 
Vibrations per second ; the highest 38,000.

13. Vowel-sounds are merely varieties of quality or “ timbre ” 
and as such depend on the presence and varying strength of certain 
overtones.
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REPORT of the biological

Ktad a‘ Annual Meeting of the
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NOTES ON BIOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.W-
Read before the Hamilton A,soda!ion.

Section
by wm. YATES, HATCH LEY, ONT.

ear, but I.

September parched many of the meadows and pastures, and many 
springs and nvulets failed to afford their customary water supply 
eemingly from this cause, the large meadow larks and also the 

shore larks deserted many of their accustomed haunts hereab 
and only returned when the autumnal rains had 
ished the ditches and water courses.

ions on

s, using 
of the

1 series 
Testing

somewhat replen- 
A great number of small birds 

and quadrupeds are attracted by a spfing or rivulet for bathing and 
other advantages, and of this fact the predatory hawks and shrikes 
are well aware and pass much of their time on the upper branches 

any convenient tree that commands a view of these indispensible 
resorts of the., victims, and it may be an allowable conjecture that 
the absence of the larks for nearly two months, as referred to above 
.s to be accounted for by the bird exigencies requiring the presence 
of large streams and therefore causing migration 
water supply.

A greater number than the 
characterized by warm sunshine and 
some of these autumn festivals the

lander,
Rev.

South
eeting

nt us,
which

f this 
ng up

to an unfailing

average of days in October were
a serene atmosphere, and on 

. .... gossamer spiders, in woods and
bordering shrubberies, appeared day by day in vast numbers- 
hterally ,n myriads-and their silken, flossy, waving and floating 
attenuated threads seemed to invade the whole lower atmosphere 
Some gossamer fibres seemed loose from any point of attachment 
and would rise or fall with the slightest breathings of Aeolus. The 
minute fabricators of these gauzy fibres could be 
with balloon powers of ascension, upwards from 
tip of an

îosen

tary.

seen moving, as if 
one spray or branch- 

evergreen to another, and the supporting line being only
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visible just wh 
the little spinners

en a sun ray struelr the same a, a particular angle,

has aoorf ym‘[e,eVity'0rbyan of 
these insects most altentively declaim^’ ^ *h° WaS Watcbin8
a yellowish colour, and in LZ Z f.?$samer sPider to be of 
tick, and that in moving alone the' *'** ** * dlminulive sheep

Those marvelously designed webs of ,he 
frequently met with earlier in the ge°meler sPid« are 

bright morning at the be“nn"g of th “““'k °" °"e ca,m and 

weather for a number of days previously W ’852' ,he
roadways, as well as the borders of field 8 bee"qui,e rainy.

two-winged victims of Arachne tha^ ^ entraPPi"g 
sundown the previous evenine Th! 7 T C0U'd observe at 
spider of dwellings and barns are woven" oj z Common
design; but great intelligence and sava , common-place
'ration. The innumerable hosts of dim ? " ™ their Ioca|-
I'ghted or darksome retreat wherein ? mSeCtS seek a dimly-
that when daylight returns their inten/T * * b°UrS of rest> aware 
an aperture or knot hole where light is^/^ dar‘ straight f°r 
spiders select invariably such potion "‘ed The discerning 
gaury network throng w ch 7h d *T,0 Streich 'he 
mosquitoes are unabfetoenforce b'UeflieS

efforts, die and

will.
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ary insect weavers.

On one of the many Indian 
interspersed through the 
impelled to take 
woods to a spot where 
closed gentian*
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summer-like days which have been 
present month of November, we were 

or seven mile walk through the fields
some samples of the miditower kn 

were reported to have been noticed
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ar angle, 
effort of 

matching 
to he of 
e sheep 
-y plied 
i of the

brtght and serene, and as one passed by the borders of a cedar 
swamp, the roadside waste was aglow with the profusely clustered 
scarlet berries of the Canadian holly (Prims verticillata ) These 
vied in colour with the dense-growing adjoining bushes ot red osier 
(cornus sMonifera), which also lend a charm to the shrubbery of 
swampy wilds at this season of the year when deciduous forests are 
bare of foliage. The brilliancy of colour of the Prinos berries and 
their great abundance would attach great interest 
the foliage evergreen and of

to this shrub wereder are 
ilm and 
92, the 
- rainy, 
s, were 
of fine 
radii ; 

repeti- 
The 

>urs of 
tpping 
rve at 
nmon 
•place 
local- 
imly-

H for 
rning

.... , permanent character ; perhaps
by dipping the fruit-bearing twigs, ere the fall of the leaf, in seme 
gummy or glue-like solution, the great beauty of this shrub for 
decorative purposes, in floral wreaths and on Christmas and New 
Year festivities, might be advantageously utilized.

As we passed along by the swamp’s edge, bluejays from time to 
tune vehemently screamed a note of alarm, or probably of warning, 
to their feathered confreres. The jays seemed to be in family 
parties of fours or fives and interspersed at varying distances along 
the forest’s edge. In one place we saw them regaling on the fruit 
(or “hep") 0/ the swamp rose (R. Carolina), which here grows in 
some abundance and has this year blossomed very freely. One of 
the bluejay’s cries bears a close resemblance to the so-called “mew
ing ” of the hen hawk, so much so, that only a practised ear is able 
to detect the difference. But the jay’s varying modulations of voice’ 
are extensive, and are all indicative of the varying moods cr 
emotions of the vocaliser. The jays have a keen eye for fruits of a 
pronounced or gay colour, as we see that they quickly espy from a 
distance the bright red of a withered apple or two that sometimes 
remain on orchard trees all winter. They, like most of the crow 
tribe, are nearly omnivorous, and when they alight on an apple tree 
in winter they search all along the branches, under the folds and 
fissures of bark for beetles and moths, and are as quick as wood
peckers to detect the hiding-place of any of the insect tribe, and 
good bèechnut year or a season productive of acorns is, to them, a 
period of opportunities. They also have a partiality for corn, and a 
few stalks of corn left exposed in a field will bring groups of them 
regularly to partake of the bounty in winter time. (A boy resident 

here not long ago boasted in the hearing of the present writer 
that he had trapped twelve or thirteen jays in a steel trap set in his
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father’s
frozen

corn crib
carcasses of aniZT'Lpostd foVe" r"ivomus’ and 'he

regularly visited by jays i„ the w „ ry f os, an/ is sure ,o be 
are amenable to treatment at the hand „ 7™' These bird=nr-i

his pains
growing, a flock of yellow fiTches ‘he Bemians we'e
long the terror-stricken c"es ofan ^7 *7 7* to ^ a"d ere 

proceeding from one in the throes of lath ph.We,e heard, as if 
mg shrike, of which tribe numerous indi H ’ Pmbat)l)' a maraud- 

scouring the locality, had seized on ^ n°W perPe'ually
fulfilling i,s sanguinary instincls “ °f ‘he tWittemrs 

1 h= locks of the yellow finch 
'he borders ot our thickets where 
make frequent visits
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ami of the pine sisk,% frequent 

snows of winter time che»°Pod,aceae order show above the

of man is one of their singular trailC°"fidence in the friendship 
times of intense frost and deep snow to r hey ^ Wel1 known in 
man's camp, and we are told of 2 r bnger ar°Und tbe '-mber- 
knee of the woodcutter when eating his °" ‘he Sh°U'der or
even seize a piece of cheese rf "L*2'T ; =nd
lumberman said to the understned ^ ^",,0 tb=m, as one 
>tse!f." The crashing sound of a «LT* the bird

"me is suggestive to these and other hard ‘n f°reSt in W,'n,er 
abundant supply of food, for among he d^ ’Ti? °f ^ of an 
denuded bark and decaying wood , / °f br°len b™ches,

ous chrysalid and larval sustenance is pro°f C0,e°Pte" 
morning no sooner has the woodcutter 1 t, *1’ a“d tbe winter 
resounding axe than specimens of the m t ^ b'°WS °‘ the far" 
or chicadee will make",heir voices heard int ’ '0”^ WO°dP'^
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e to be 
ïse birds 
hey can 
amplish- 
is pains

a ra,Hence near by poured from its throat its few rather 
OUS, but not “ incisive ” , . monoton-arr “ - - .“sr

?wh ea,hae it°e °" * hil‘ a sh°“ distance from ,h°
g where the itex pnnos grew, were seen some low trees of the

Hawthog, (C. Coccinea P) On these the haws were ripe more than

has been said that in th^natural' aliment" two [peci»”^ of 

each of the two adjomtng genera should be in touch, and from this 
point divergent species may branch off with gradually increasing dif 
Oient,at,on, but still with some affinities of the ancestral type (as in 
this instance the Rosaceous characteristics.) There are many noted 
examples of this close, almost merging, kinship in some of our d,s 
/«/ (accord,ng to technicologists) genera of wild plants.

Whilst gathering our apples this fall my son pointed out to me a 
sma 1 deserted bird’s nest. The nest was very small, seemingly not 
much too large for a humming bird’s ; it was probably the summer
cilia’’ a Tt Sma" ?y-catcher’s’ likely of “ Musicapa Zuti- 
cilla, as that spec,es was frequently noticed in the environs in the sum
mer months^ 1 he nest was in good preservation and seemed fresh 

C external workmanship was so perfect that the nest was 
o perceive, unless by the closest scrutiny, that there was a 

bird nest there at all. The form seemed to be only a sl.Jht 7 
or swelling of growing woody substance on the fork of a lower sm”n 
branch of the apple tree on which the nest was situated -the , n 
tect had with much pains and good taste (!) placed bit's of linchen 

gray moss among the interstices of the plaited grass fibres 
winch composed the external portion of the structure and L u 
pmone m mind of the efforts of a painter who imitates in ochreTnd 

*In recent books this is classed as Pyrus arbutifolia.
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other pigments the beautiful 
mahogany

at the same distances as the same „r T a"d were “slucl< ™ » 
Uf'ties and harmonies had been so u$°n ^ Uee branch- The 

been so well ma,ntained and conserved 
same mmd that conceived the tree 

nest, only working by different agencies

on an
that
meloc

I
that one would have

therm
seven
blizzai

the we 
ing di 
in the 
one m 
told h 
been a 
on the

say that the 
conceived and formed the 
and instrumentalities.

The imitations in nature are -m n,. . 
since, my attention was directed to what aiTTf6’ N°‘ l0ng 
be a diminutive tree toad, or froa Th» * S'ght aPPear‘d to

all accurately.representated mar mg of the batrachian
at the flank and sides The nhe " ° 0range colored tinting
dosed wings,
An°ther common moth bears on th» °n he d°0r of a stable, 
when folded, the perfect representation TfT ZlT * 
on a ground of fawn color and th» 1, K man cross ™ black 
letter “Gamma'’ upon "hT^wo tvings oflrm of ^ ^reeb
most people are familiar with, 8 f our co“nion moths

There has been

f
|i

;
were

O
present autumn, with" "t bla"d S™ny days during

into the middle of the present month fT' continuf"g well on 
day of said month, the piping of th°e 5^ °n the 
repeatedly among the sedges of morass 1 fr°g "as heard 
afternoon sunshine; and the flowers of the^and 1'”^ ^ ‘hc 
woods, the blossoms of the late hi,,» ■ ,zdandellon, and in the 
Var. Sylvestris") were common in , " V' Canina,
Uundulatus), and late solidagos, and the m" ? ^ aStCrS (A
were seen in flower. Upon returning h ay’Weed' (Mamta Cotula) 
groups of the dancing, or gyrating tit/0"'™?*' ‘°Wards evenin& 
themselves on the wing fn the call f»!w ’SeCn enj°y‘”g 
declining sun. These sociaHnsec" lit ^ °' ,he ^ 
intricate mazy flgures, and the assemblages eemeTm*" ^ m°$t
hundred in number, and no collision. • ? ed 10 *e at least a
although the whole host would sudden^ J°St'ngs cou,d be.detected,
- « w -■*— -Siarzr
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sound attends these thymic pastimes of « 
that it is probable that these 
melody as well as, with the
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r wood or 
rd had an 
influences 
ere at all. 
stuck in ” 
:h. The 
onserved 
the tree 
agencies

the gnats at eventide,” so 
atoms of life are made happy with 

grace and freedom of orchestral

II
have Ih‘S Wmter.iS pr0ving 50 lar m exceptional one. We here 
have experienced no pinching cold and we have not noticed 
thermometer lower than twelve above zero. We had, however 
seven or eight inches of snow in the beginning of December bui 
blizzard like winds have absented themselves so far, to the great- 
comfort of farm animals as well as to that o, their o^ers There 
was a bland atmosphere on the ayrd of December, and on Christmas
theyw7k niSema'fbreeZeS 3nd 3 light lhunder storm, and during 

week following frogs of two or three kinds were seen in the flow
!nSthe woodsaanddlhe See" h°Pping amon8st 'he leaves

woods and a garter snake was noticed sunning itself at noon
one mild, clear day near a fence by the roadside ; and I have been
been ah S°me rabbl,"huntlnS boys that woodchucks had positively
on th thVC '6r0Un ’ 3S tbelr tracks frora 'heir burrows were noticed 

the thawing snow. This seems to me all but incredible.

mileTrnm mmy 3CqUamtances cauSht (shot) a fine fox about half a 
mile from my place beginning of December.
and a half pounds. By report fifteen pounds is 
the weight of the largest and fattest foxes hefe.

A Hatchley fur buyer named Powell-our local storekeeper-two 
weeks ago told me that he has bought during the present winVer 

2,400 muskrat skins, 400 raepon skins, 670 skunk skins, 450 mink 
skins, and upwards of 50 fox skins and two skins of the pine 
marten Ihese (the pine marten), it is said, were captured in the
were °ot in'T' mC that manX °f 'he fox skins
were not ,n prime condition owing ,0 the very warm fall weather

w 11 -
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It weighed twelve 
said to be about

III
I he past winter season on the whole has proved a very mild one 
characterized by an absence of violent and cold winds; thé 

month of January was unusually bland with very light snowfalls, and 
even the big snowstorm of February was accompanied by a
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«"-* « » itsssr/»'**-- -nrq during our average type of
flying
Marci
date
night?
sparrc
and tl

■
winters.

February’s snowstorm"' by aTery °V'T'"1* °f thelast

fact, were a very interesting feature of th an°W-buntings’ These’
sw,rl and career around our hay aZ,° I I0™’ ^ Seemed *°
of revelry was when the buffetfng wi^nd beSt time

were at their maddest fury Although d C""clmg snow eddies 
the flocks of snow-buntings lend a moT T"”' he'P ,hinking that 

snowy ,andscape on one of our ca m m d feature to the
sentiment is intensified when we .Jen oThe " dayS’ 'he r°manlic

rupings -n regular time-keeping with th °nCerfed' ic7 chir-
arctic storm. They evident! share and ^ a"d pu,sati°ns of the 

excitement, and, like sformy petrels Partalof th= atmospheric 
revelry at such junctures ; these scenes 6 £ a demonstralions of 

were observed by others than the wrfl '«ft 
impression that is not easily obliterated h "eS’ and make an 

On the night of February 2zrd .i, 
and extensive display of the aurora h, ? °CCUrred a very brilliant 
talked about by many people ; in factThT W3S noticed and

1 d'Sp,a>' noticed here during many years thT t m°S‘ remarkah,e 

extremely cold (about two below zero h ^ ^ but
observed that mild weather had set in I’ “ had been
the nights of the a,st and 22nd of F . /medla,e,y thereafter; on 
weaker displays of the aurora borealuT^ tHere had al=° been

were expecled'buTl!emfld„eésicominumi'd' T eady migrant 

heard piping by my son 11 ^  ̂-e

-oth of March, which is about two weeks lb\WOoàs on theSût:tus
■" ™,imi --

12th of
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noticed on the 9th, also same date eight or nine wild geese were seen 
ying westward. The making of maple sugar had by the 9th of 

March become general, and the whole of the month of March up to 
datehas been abnormally warm, though with occasional frosty 
mghts, and there was thunder on the 5lh and on the r7th. The song 
sparrow was heard surging °n the nth, which is hnusually early 
and the twittering of numerous shore larks has been 
all winter.

e average 
>w a tem- 
2 type of

st 12th of 
s« These, 
emed to 
)est time 
r eddies 
“ng that 

to the 
omantic 
'y chir- 
sof the 
•spheric 
ions of 
tioned, 
ake an

a familiar sound

dav on ^h g u7 Pr0mpt'y made 'heir aPPearance Htdawn of 
day on the 18th,-they were certainly not here at dark the evening
riTuTn Same d3y lhe the™°™='« got up to 66 degrees in 
a shed that had a northern exposure open.

The kill-dear plovers generally appear some days in 
the cranes whose advent 
plover’s scream

advance of
we have not been apprised of yet, but the 

, , , Was heard on the morning of the r ath and has been
Sequent about the pools of water in hollows of pastures and 
meadows since the date indicated.

Reddish butterflies emerged from their wintry retreats as soon 
as maple trees were tapped, and with numbers of dark-colored moths 
hovered about the sap vessels, attracted by the saccharine odors in 

gar bushes. I think it is obvious that the first arrival of bluebirds 
pioneer males, who fly northward to the limits of the 

area, and are rarely seen to alight in their exploration, but a few 
days afterwards females are seen, and then many courtship rivalries 

e noticeable; m fact, for days past, robins combatting like game 
cocks has been an every day phenomenon.

In the course of our employment, when cutting and hauling 
logs in the woods during the past winter, several ruffled grouse 
near to the littered hayseed that had become scattered on the sur
face of the snow where our horses had been fed on bundles of clover 
and timothy m the noontide hour, and these birds showed consider
able acumen in being willing to come to such a spot when the 
horses were unattended, but exhibited much wariness and shyness 
when human beings approach ; we have noticed the same trait 
aiout these birds when we have been cattle hunting in the woods in 
summer time; for on going silently and with much caution towards 
the browsing catttle, a party of pheasants have been sometimes seen 
scratching among the dried leaves
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hnacean), they own a sort of fellowTef ° barnd°0r fowl (G.I-
bUt On abens lrt tl,e Pre<ence of hmnanjty” "“b ^

Un one occasion, during last fvk y"
Wrder we"‘ qu,,e early with hi ^ a^Uaint-« of the
and^on beginning to load the „ d sle'8h to the 
startled by the violent uprising oTt °'C°rdwood °» 
deep soft snow close to h,s feet j„ ,ts rUl?ied

sa.d that the cap on his head ^
the bird which

scut

at th

winti 
indi\ 
his b 
of Nsnowy woods, 

his sleigh wa's and
grouse out of the 

. ,, _ rush skyward, the
seemed to have Courir Z ^ flutlerin6 wings of 

anowy coverlet. A few days ahe the °" the sPot' ™der j„ 
collect,on of the rejectments of a ‘bevv of'"'3 "arrated a litl,e 
wintry morning near a lumberman's h 7 f qUal was n°ticed 

‘ had evidently reposed during the night ^ 'he bird Pa»y
a lew days subsequent to the above incirf °n * SeCOnd occasion 
montai was observed a few yards di d ’ an°ther similar test,'- 

■ ‘ra-l, the quails having found Ches/em," ‘b* ^ °f lha -e 
security to the group from the nocturnal^qUented track afforded 
here noted that there was a willow hk[ i n CnemieS- II ™ay
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foxes when two-thirds grown having a f 7 X Captured- and
,,0t very difficult of approach’wheû lo. 0 33 f°r 8amb°“"g, are
near the entrance to thfe burrow and old'"8 ‘°gether on a fine day 
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accurately they size up the amount of 
might suggest that they should be tugging

63
aPphes to 

:ies of the 
l,ng among 
' fowl (Gal
as natu.æ,

scuttle to cover, shows how 
danger, when their size 
at the maternal breast.

An individual of 
winter, noticed

acquaintance, at the beginning of this 
..... , amo,,S a '=rge flock of English sparrows two black 
individuals among the flock, and soon, on the lot paying a visit to 
Ins barn, captured the pair of blackamoors. This was at the Town 
of Norwich and was talked of as a supposed freak of -- melanism," 
and a few days ago I had the curiosity to walk to the town to inter- 
view the so-called rarities ; when on entering the doorway of the 
room, at one end of which hung a cage containing the birds, the oil- 
repeated and well-known call of the cow-bunting met my ear, for to 
this species the dusky prisoners belong. Possibly.they have been 
accustomed prevrously to cage confinement and had been turned 
out too late to sort with congeners and had taken up with sparrows’ 
society. At any rate, they seem familiar with all the food and other 
conveniences of a wire cage, and live, thrive and sing as the days

On Sunday, roth of March,‘the weather was warmer than ever 
and the thermometer got up to 68 in a northern exposure, and on 
this day my neighbor’s bees were seen to return to the in the 
evening loaded with pollen. This proves that the skJFcabbage 
has come up and expanded its flowers. This occurred*? eighteen 
days earlier than was the case last year. HLe

One of my neighbors was somewhat puzzled onXding about 
ten days ago a forked fragment of the thick rhizoma of the water or 
pond lily (perhaps Nuphor Athena) stranded on a piece of lowland 
near the border pf a creek that runs through his farm. 1 have been 
to look at the strange, cdd-looking piece of vegetation, 
not a bad imitation of

our
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and it seems
young alligator thirty or thirty-five inches ' 

long, having a very scaly appearance. The man said that had the 
fragment moved when he first

a

saw it he would certainly have
away or started for his gun: I have years ago heard of saurian or 
ehedomon monsters being observed in beaver m’eadows by children 
who mistook these large roots as they undulated in the swollen 
streams for reptiles of the above-named tribes.
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REPORT OF THE
PHILOLOGICAL 
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['EBARV
gradation in VOWEL SOUNDS. 

Kcad l‘f°" Philological94.
BY J. W. CONNOR, B. A.

p.p«.«..T” '* ....-

comae, With men interested in the 1 ® by Perso"»'

a,SUbjeCt; however' whi<* » somewhat akin to one discussed

another I ^ ^  ̂ ^

able to adduce is familiar, 
phenomena
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place on 
arch 
read by 
Poetry.” 
the con- 
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3t been 
literary 
ership, 
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to be 
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unconnected.
much or all of what I shall be 

may feel some satisfaction in seeine 
so apparently isolated as the Teutonic ablaut thf 

Sanskrit guna, the Sanskrit 'Stamm abstufung' and the irregular 
’ties of Latin and Greek declension and of certain HnmPr' f 

all explained by the one great principle of gradation. ° °rmS 
It would be a waste of time to describe 

immense impetus given to
,i... , t0 y°ur section the

w« «
vowel sounds have been hampered by a lurking disposition to look 
upon Sanskrit as showing in all essential points the primitive Indo 
European type. Yet after all, this was in kind though not in degree 
much the same error as that which excites Prof. Skeat’s wrath the 
deriving of English words from High German. For no one dialect 
no matter how early its records,

itary.
..

ons of
%
I

can present in all respects the
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Srr,lr —• « - ». »,
°f “ in I the three short vowein^ Z" ‘he dul1 sound 
corresponding mutilation in i,s ,on7 ' , Snd has offered 
taken as ‘he starting point in Jnuf t and diPhthongs, be 
appears, far more primitive vowel ’"f ^ nCher and’ as il now 
Teutonic. Accordingly the guna theo 6 °f GrCek or even of 
grammarians of Paninds schoo ^et .Z'^T ^lhe sharP wi„ed 

• langUafs a ">aae without a plan Here 7”,! °f Europea"
more than state the two discoveries that h ,n0‘ be possible ‘° do 
tory explanation. The firstTZ f J l? ‘ed t0 a ">ore satisfac- 

' °"'y demand /, as si"Bn~- ^ : -hat no,
certa.n conditions the functions of v , Srammar, assume under' 
acters transcribed as dotted r i Z,T’ ' by the char-
Teutonic ru, Urju.ul), but so also do d, ?' V"’ * Utin *5

îrxi-rÇSiïïs?mann's was , W " Z” Z fU" sig"*<»»ce of Brug- 
“La"."hut really far^more wid^reaclpmC.‘denta‘ -o his celebrated 

that the Vedic accent system wa in , 8 '‘S conseqt.ences, via :
the “ Dispersion,” in other Za " eSSenl,als ‘ha‘ existing before 
7"- ‘he changes' undeJoZfogethj 

‘hat the Sanskrit vowel system in , J " back g-turals, show a b'a-d copy of a m': Z; nraded°f was only

served with marvellous fide" y £The ZZ ™ ^ pre'
" by those of the TeutomV , SCa,es a»d in

, Pre""ses we can give a tolerahl a[>gUages’ Parting from 
Ablaut,” which, so far from h • ^ C ear explanation of the

represented, a discovery of the n"6 Ea'le on,y «ve yearn 
fundamental law of Indo-Eurom ™ ^ G°th'C comn™nity, is a 
derivation. ‘"do European conjugation, declension
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sound, and cases Jike the derivati
or ‘ umlaut,'or such as ‘
vocalism, or like rood, rod 
forces on the

verb of similar 
on a, feed from food by - mutation ’ 

bait, which, though cognate, show a foreign 
are examples of the acting of diverse 

same word in different uses. We have left a verv im

. ana abode. These words are particularly well worth ™ 
■deration, as they show the manner in which derivation is illustrated 
y conjugation, and as their cognates throw light

on the nature of

vowel
and bide the simple form of abide 

as you know, a simple vowel in Anglo-Saxon
thnn„ f d™Wel m tUrn WaS a reducti°n of an earlier dioh-

ong, for as Brugmann lays down, primitive <• becomes / in the 
eutonic languages before an i in the same or the following syllable

Tent. „f, as shown by wot A S r rePreSen'S ‘ P"™*6 * 
hence the A. S. conjugation ‘ Ge™- "" = **

bite (1st sg. pres.) bât, pi. bit on, pp. biten,
bîde' bàd, “ bidon, “ biden,

represent an earlier
Sg. pres. He,to pret. *boit, pi. Hi,urn, pp. Hit{e)n0

With the r ’ Pret' %°‘d' Pl' *bidum' PP' *hid(e)no. 
ebUM," latter co™pare ,ts c°gnate, peitho, pf. pé-pdth-a, pl. ppf
wetethT,; t Verba' <th°Ugh d,'ffering ™ h and
we see that the short forms bid and pith belong to the plural and the
passive participle whether the suffix is -tb or The reason for
compaeCOmeS dear keCPing Vemer’S di$C0Very tAl in mind' »e

the aago
is a ;

and
this

>ter
Pres. */«, prêt. bât. pl. biton, pp. biten, or

with -, cpreS; beit0' Pret *boi‘. P>- *bitum, pp. *bit(e)no 
with its Sanskrit cognate (using the future instead of the 
which has a different formation)

bhet-sya-mi, pf. bibhêda, pl. bibhid-ima, pp. bhin-na,

ss;
ion
y a present,
ke.

;•

9
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accented Twhertfehe Th'tT th°Se before a"
generady for ,, or ti) are ^ ^nt. " 6 is

pépoilha on the onThan^and b?tWeen iat' bibh‘^ bad,
on the other; other worcU hC’eC"^’ *“**’ efe/’“b-mén 

difference. This conclusion is absoluLiat'°n “ “ reSUlt of accent 
for by Verner’s success in explaining h • * Cefain’ bemg vouched 

A.S. weorthan, pre, “a «h 1 “ SUCh differe
O.H.G. werdan, wa“ ' P ; word°". PP.
O.Fr. wertha, -, Zth „ WUr,Um>

- SS andalso is due to difference of accent ? -ck 5UppQS,t,on lbat this 
think, asserted some fourteen years ', lh,S|Jome writer, Mœller, X 
later on Mr. Sweet has, adorned 8r Kuhn's Zeitschrift, and 
“There are three accents in ^an h<>U' hes,tation- He says 
grave, and :swarita = circumflex The ’ ra,Sed =acute, unraised =’ 
and was either a rising or a high £velT “ ^ emphatic accent, 

diately following an acute is always • T' The syllab,e ™me. 
falling glide tone-unless an acute 7Umflex-ba‘ - probably 
acute or after a circumflex is — ° °"' Every fiable bef 
every vowel had 
most important of these 
modification of original 
under the circumflex, o, 
gether. This would account for

and with like treatment of the vowelT*’ mimamtn for "«»»- 
peitho,pépoitka, epepith-men etc Cl * °‘ the diphthong
leaving f, jus, as if loss If chfft'f"' ** Va"'Sb"S °f 'b= <A 

“"methodic to deny the term diohih ’ GUS'aV Meyer says, it is 
el’ tr> Parallel as they are in pathtlovv T®' ‘° SUCh terms as «>•
'eaves *, which, between Iwo^on‘on n 7 ^ and «)

nasal represented in Greek by « « ’ ,“St become ‘be sonant
W, pl. Wow, pp. CLifJ 'l *r* (f°r *be"d=), prêt, 

tome representative of the same sonant nasal Fet * lhe Teu- 
his explanation presupposes that the 

Instance, is not original, but that
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...... »... - jtz ...but throughout its whole, range. Indo-European family,

which show ZtnCsllZ^ho,eh"fcne°tnS ^ adjeC'ives 

- ■ This would involve great dffinh ***
of verbal and the addition of nominal ’ “ lhe ^'"g aside
say that the vocalization of the suffixes. Rather we should 
accentual conditions s is the^ vocal^ ^ ^

This is plain i„ the case of thn e t ^ Simi'ar v"b.form.
iueem, have weak forms. And e™’ ** ^UH*ttri< 

tomé, the requisite condition mav have h m ,UCh words as klopôs, 

collocations of words For as Sweet ee" ,furn,shed bV certain 
changes are carried out consistently th ^ u At first al1 s°und- 
wi-hout regard ,0 word divZnfwh „ E °“‘ brealh 

tions of Celtic and the Sandhi of San^t ‘he mitial
English the ma„, fWr.) A„d tht 
accent on the 0 or the weak vowel form $ Wh'Ch have acute 
original accentuation, but may have for 7 "0‘ P°Ssess their Thus there is an important rufc JTJ?Ch”*ed 

t'ves andnomina agentis are mostly oxvtone f*/ (Str' a) adjec- 
actionis barytone as gôn-o-s, Skr. jan-a^ birth ” /a ni> nom'na 

As these remarks have swelled to a 
well to pass to declension, 
monosyllables have 
cases other than the 
pi.) thus :

be re 
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podos, podi,„ podes, p0,iSi

those that accent the suffix have the weak form JT ^ ^ Strong’ 
fundamental rule in Sanskrit declension * he Stem* This is 
spread classes having its strong and its weaksfom""^ Cer'a,'n W'de 
has strong stem pi(ar(pakt) and its weak * “Tbus/"?.fatir
before a consonant pitr, (likeM« for patr in^V) HeretiaT

Jâda, pUas, pod6nt
padam.
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Infinitely, 
ijugation, 
in family,

be remarked that the apparent irregularities in Greek are merely the 

mamtenanee of the pnmitiye type which in Latin has been wiped
;,^:tfl::birr,ogy--we mayadd thata" -pp»^
go to make it probable that originally the oblique cases, except the

wordranLrm\reTyr“mL*lesaCCentedthêir SUffiXCS ™ a“

between «I of gVv6 W°rkinB °f anal°»'- Thus the difference
r : !r 0f iiis' are simP'y like that between iyau

of dyafts and dw of etc , the weak form being caused by its

ssstiK.-.t;~.
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ng aside 
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ie same 
rb-form.
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certain 
sound- 
i-group 
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i their 
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' cented the first syllable.

preserve, the primitifaacl?“',anditWÜ,beFeen ,hat ^

We see, therefore, that the principle of gradation or ablaut 
resting as it does upon the shifting accent of preeZc times 7ar

in GreeT* Z "Z” TeUt°m'C conjugation, is a guiding principle

Irish (as btn gen mna cf Dor. iana, and mna-Lai^L in Zestn

in mo°MS 7 bCen addUCed t0 show its wide-reaching importance 
tbn th g. n PnmitiVe “sPeech-material,;’ and hoi its recogni
tion throws light upon many obscurities and combines apparently 
unconnected phenomena into one harmonious whole! ^*
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REPORT OF THE ,

TO the President, Officers and Members

May nth, T **"m the work has been Xntained hv rh ’ h°Ugh the “sual interest

of .merest by the general min hers of the A L r "P1*™1 lack 
measure be accounted for when L ' thejAssoc,atlon oan in some 
ls’ “ ,hat the papers read are too tech°nS' ** reaSon given> ‘hat
who is not fully acquainted With ,he 3 ‘° ^ in,eresti"g 
be fully met when we consider the h "" J bm ‘his °b>«ion 

the Association, which is to inculcat” °‘ ‘he d,fferem motions of 
in regard to the various bmùchë m s™'™ ^ infolma‘-'°"
ent sections. The earnest studenl of T"** Up by the differ-
the opportunity offered to him of thenanUre.Sh0Uld ha“ with delight 
by the experience and riper knowled» PI'J'*Se of being benefitted 
much of their time, energy and talents86 °f th°Se who have devoted 
tiringly pursue with so much pleasure ltd" which theX un
learned to read the great pages of th K They have
study of those papers thetTe m a hivh ' na‘Ure’ ^

fuller appreciation of the irsurroundin 8 u' contemPlall°n 
ness of the desert, the vast rolling ‘ ?*• whether il be in the loneli- 
l-otest. They wili a,”;”' “ ^ ** W"da »f the 

Studies to engage their attention e , more of the scientific 
should not stand in the way 0f arm” ' 3t ‘echn,cal Phraseology 
interesting information. Tu.r.ng useful knowledge and

Britgeological section.

of the Hamilton Association.-
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undtr
our Chairman supplied Fn«u • , '
Britain Ai* . P ' specimens have been sent to
~t:ZrVh'etJ:nitCdhStatr' -d - 0-a.Kin^
a^inwhichrst^^^:^rt,edupa-0f

imerestinrPrreadfalthemeeling0flheSec,ion hare been very

shells up throughethe ‘suTc ” d7°ted ‘° the t,adnS of P^oaoic

2=;^:p=rd£EEESection aandm“’ hls° ha,S. C°n,rlbuted aI1 ‘he papers read before the

These

t.

ociation

' ending 
I interest 
s been a 
ent lack 
in some 
en, that 
to one 

ion can 
lions of 
mation 
ï differ- 
delight 
lefitted 
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tey un- 
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and a 
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)f the 
intific 
ology 
: and

was

were ltd56 Foil he'- meetinSs- at of which papers

«rc.sns,"l,

w°'»z%iï:,7c~iz'-

ec -2nd, ,893-— Are Pot Holes in Rocks Always Records of 
Running Streams ? ” by C. C. Grant.

b chfd| f8?4 N°teS ^part 2) on Fossils in the Glaciated 
Cher, of the Niagara Beds,” by C. C. Grant.

' arCr ,3°lh.’ ’894—“ Notes fro™ a"d on Our Exchangees, Geologi
cal and Antiquarian,” by C. C. Grant. 8
All of which is respectfully submitted,

i

ed to 
f his
\y so
nder 
irom 
ities 
is it

A. T. Neill,
Secretary.
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REMARKS on our
ANNUAL EXCURSION. 

Deader, th, Co,ostealScion, Odd,r nfth, ,S9}.

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.

- ST "y busn;=ng,tg=ed,!rWo,:togtr Mf,2„Tr,ime"Barton

recently purchased. These are the shale beds

pect of inducing the gentlemen to leave the ladijs b hind s ^d 
improbable, and the latter, however enthusiastic, could scarcel^e

of that singular organism named by Dr. Spencer F T s Ï 
graptus dubius." Now, no one, I think,” ' ' hy"°’

organic nature of the specimen. On 
of palaeontologists are agreed, that 
doubtful. This 
ing doubt.

on the 
beds

arry, which he had
was
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ever questioned the 
point, however, the majority 

the classification is exceedingly 
was Spencer’s own opinion, hence the name-imply-

one

It is colored black like graptolites, presents 
of attachment, very flexible, of about 
on the face of a split flag. No two 
free graptolites, it is difficult

no^apparent point 
a dozen separate individuals 

were precisely shaped alike. If 
to account for their crowding together
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in this unusual
in the Rartnn T , ^ ^ Probab,y «mfmed to two layers■n the Bartonsha.es, a, east they have not yet been found in

. nets. As in Inocaulis plumulosa (Hall) the rain-like 
frequently noticed, may represent the cellules of 
ew rather doubtfully appeared to look 

Annelid.

any
process, 

a graptolite. A 
it as representing a Marineon

, • „ They vary in ïength, viz., from one to three inches

e h m preservation a fossil slate. We know the chitonous
Cambls-l ’ 3v ,aV? bee"' preserved in Siluda" beds (I think in 

mbro-S,l. rocks also), but even comparatively recent ones display
stance where the softer part of an Annelid has been recogn zed 

ma fossil state. There are no burrows or trails.
the Hvdrozna Sa“Sted °r' SpCncer has correclly assigned it to 
it rnn/ a ’ ,may be (luestloned as to what particular group 
tiv^of^r^e^ h/ lncPned t0 'mag'ne it to be the représenta 

I l n genera' 11 aPPears to differ almost as muchm the Quebec Phyllograptus as from the Niagara Inocaulis
shale anbtdrhm,inUte grapt°'ite pUlS in an -PPearance in Barton 
^ale, a little below near the Lime Kiln. It seems to be very rare
refine0*!’ h yeXhaVe hit 0ff itS headQtiarters, or specific centre, 
we t ake OK, a mu W the tW0 cbaracteristic Barton Fucoids, v

surfLe f ,h A u y USUa"y diSp'ay r0Unded branches on the 
surface of the flags ; they are never found in the same layer, always
separately ; one is much slighter than the other ; both belong to the 

me family group. Perhaps the most interesting find was'in the
reTemh, T" '°Wer d°Wa The ,ossil bears a marked
esemblance to the curved fin-spine of a species of shark. Such

phosphatic spines are not uncommon in the chert and limestone 
beds of the Niagaras near the city; some, probably, were tail spines 

a Crustacean, viz., Ceratiocaris or Colpocaris 01h 
arge and heavy, apparently, that it is difficult to see hoi an ordinary 
member of the Crustacea could move freely about with such a 
weight attached. Hugh Miller, in one of his works, stated that the 
efensive spine of an Onchus had been detached in limestone of the 
ower Silurian, or Cambrian Age. But the one he referred to was

iourned 
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subsequently found to belong to the Articulais, and not to the fishes 
(Pisces) at all. Indeed it 
for the first time in 
possibly have, nut in 
remember havfn

in 01
IS generally supposed the latter appeared 

an upper Silurian Sea. A few, however, 
an appearance at an earlier date. I 

g ever seen figured a carved tail-spine to a Crus
tacean, and one can scarcely realize such an appendage.

the
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where 1

I THE MUSEUM CASES.

In looking over the two cases at the upper end of the room 
tain our local specimens, you may notice a few additions have re
cently been made. Hitherto we had no specimens of the rare Conu 
lana of the Niagaras, figured and described by Dr. Spencer under the 
head C. Niaganfica. The one we now possess is incomplete and 
probably dtd not attain its usual size (about nine inches in length.) 
Another Conular,a, also figured by Spencer as a Hamilton Pteropod 
(Niagara), I did not succeed in getting. It appears to be very rare 
indeed. I have seen only the one Mr. Turnbull found and one I ^ 
found many years ago. A third specimen, undescribed, and a single X 
one alone seen, resembles a modern Theca in appearance It is 

row, sharply pointed at the end, nearly six iftfches long, and does 
not present any well-markjed ornamental striæ.

The more characterise Pteropod of the Niagara beds, Conularia 
Niagarensis, has two representatives in the case. When better pre- 
serv.d ones turn up we can transfer them to the less conspicuous 
side cases for exchange.

The insufficiency of space for the display of local organic 
remains has been considerably lessened by the Council of the 
Association furnishing the Section with the trays we applied for. If 
1 recollect aright, it was proposed originally to have a single com- 
plete Brachiopod, or i.amtlhbranch, duly named andllhbelled in 
each small paper box. But internal casts of each valve, showing 
teeth and muscular impressions, as well as outward marking of shells 
are also required by students, independent of varieties 
family, which often widely differ from the original stock.

I would suggest, subject to your approval, to substitute smaller 
paper boxes for some of the larger ones, and to transfer the acces
saries, viz single valves, to the trays, which appear more suitable 
or careful examination. We have a considerable number of fossils
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Silurian rocks were deposited there.
questioned and disproved by leading palaeontologists of this con- 
tinent, I think we are fairly entitled to request a re-examinatien of 
the graptolites, tor, I think, in our Silurian rocks 
many genera and species as ever the Cambrians or even the Cambro- 
Sils. united have. We laid bare in Canada the same as Barraude 
discovered in Europe, which is unquestionably of interest to science.

I have to direct your attention to some interesting specimens 
recently presented to the Museum by Mr. A. Walker, 
beautiful polished slabs of Dalomrtic limestone are a great acquisi
tion to the cases. They clearly demonstrate how 
material has been built

While the statement

we can show as
N(

The two

1such rock
the ancient Silurian Sea bottom by 

fragments oi shells, corals* Bryozoans and muddy sediment inter
mingled before it underwent the subsequent chemical changes. 
One of the slabs contains an exquisite form of a miniature fern. It 
was probably a Bryozoan, but I have never seen one resembling it. 
We are also indebted to Mr. Walker for

tific r< 
tionab 
some i 
hensifc 
course 
have r 
severel 
the pu 
descrip 
enable 
Dry dc 
certain^

up on

a fossil of the Guelph (a 
Megalamus Canadenses), which retains a portion of the original shell 
(hitherto we had only internal casts of it) The characteristic 
*Rhizopod of the Coal Measures (Fusilina Cylindrica), exclusively- 
confined to the Catboniferous Age, and, as such, useful in deteim- 
ining the true position of these Palæozoic rocks. This, kindly pre
sented to us by Mr. Walker, has been temporarily placed in the 
Devonian càse until the council furnishes another badly required for 
its proper formation

-

:

w,
In conclusion, I have to submit, for the consideration of the 

Section, a communication from the Chief Palæontologist of the 
United States Geological Survey, Professor C. D. Walcott, enquiring 
if specimens of our local graptolites’could be obtained

pursuit; 
I am gl 
to acqu 
them m 
boys re< 
examina 
when th 
joy a g< 
probabl) 
instance: 
ity. We 
city and 
little attr

for the
Museum at Washington ; and from Dr.'Gunney, who intends pub
lishing a work on the Niagara Graptolites. In forwarding a few . 
from my own collection, I mentioned I thought the Hamilton 
Association could spare some from the side cases in exchange for 
other specimens from more recent rocks which we do not possess at 
present. I presume the Professor is> away from the office, as I
have not heard from him since.C
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NOTES ON LOCAL FOSSILS -

C9ERT NIAGARA BEDS.
Read >efm a. w SM.n ofthe

November 24th, i8çj.

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.

IN THE GLACIATED
'I

he small attendance at our Sectional Meetings is exceeding 
depressing to all who take an interest in the 8 exceedingly 
tific research her, n the advancement of scien-ssgs
rasrzr ■ „r„r “•1severely criticized by scientific exchang" when “V *
the public requirement, for not entering more fully into details 
descriptions, more especially when 
enable our readers to form ,
Dry details of the kind indicated 
certainly not to many.

We must endeavour to 
pursuits. This I look

meet 
and

such is absolutely necessary to 
' any new or rare specimens, 

may be welcome to a few, but
an idea of

the
1 for

interest the rising generation in
I am glad to see many of the youlof [h^chy are alZTb""' ^ 
to acquire small collections of fossils and toIZ wfshJT* 
them named, and are desirous to learn all ah” ”aVe
boys recently explained to me they found it hard work 
examinations ; that they had little time for recreation and q , a 
When the museum is opened, is the only d.“n wMcVthev can **

probably be considerLtffict'nUo account foT the Ib”13"^0" ""y
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History, “ Neglected i^i Irish schools do you say ! ” was the indignant 
remark of the Principal of a diocesan establishment. “ Is not Gold- 
smith’s Animated Nature sufficient for all 
direction ?”

posI our requirements in that 
The writer refrained from reminding the worthy 

MOJnine of the sarcastic comment of Dr. S. Johnson ; “ Goldy's work 
on this subject ! Why, I doubt if he knows the difference betweeri a 
horse and a cow, and, if he does, ’tis the extent o

an

whi
FoeI f his knowledge.”

I have obtained for the side trays during the past few months 
a large number of fossils from the glaciated chert beds (the richfest 
of all our local rocks in organic remains). From a single field, clfise 
to the Corporation drain, came nearly all the flint-flake specimens 
we see in our side trays, together with duplicates transmitted to . 
burope and elsewhere. One would imagine-after so many years 
researches (over a fourth of a century) by your Chairman and Mr.
A. E. Walker that not a vestige of a fossil remained in that limited 
space to repay the collectof. But the swampy portion this year has 
been planted with Indian com, and when that was removed the 
surface presented an unusual number of flint-flakes—more than ever 
previously noticed. The time for collecting was very limited ; 
shortly after the crop was stacked it was removed and the fiHd 
ploughed over. There is

the

:

ed ii

Graj:
stem
tifull

i

chance of obtaining specimens 
from .t until next spring, when the frost, snow and rain have brought 
the buried flakes again to'the suriace.

These glaciated Niagara beds (eight feet in thickness) are well 
displayed at the rock cutting on the railway,east of the Reservoir. It 
was from this locality I obtained the sponges and sponge sections 
ui situ. I noticed they were chiefly confined to the upper layers, 
that the surface soil overlying was 
I concluded it

Corp 
to Di 
aboui 
ing fc 
specii 
the D 
tunity 
were < 
me e? 
buildi

now no

ii

exceedingly thin in places, and 
was probable before the soil was deposited, as the 
a softer and less durable material than the chert, 

might find withered out specimens in the ploughed fields on the 
escarpment. The opinion I arrived at was subsequently confirmed. 
I filled my pockets with well preserved sections and sponges In the 
first one I examined, f was informed by the proprietor that several 
years before the ground there had been cleared of the second growth 
of forest timber. Within the last few years the clearing has been 
extended a few hundred yards east of it and the ground recently 
ploughed, but the sponges evidently require a certain time for ex-
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an appearance, and, the sections are rarely perceptable 
whi ™e “PPer,glaeiated chert Ms hold great numbers of fossils,

Fool 7!t el M°meUnder the head “Clad°P°ra " (Hall)- Prof.Foorde (British Museum) expresses his opinion that it belongs to 
the Monticuhporidæ, If difference in form is deemed sufficient to 

constitute new species, there are here several 
, / he. fibrous structure of Monticuliporidæ or Chetætes is very

stmlrl F1 7 ’U1?6™ ™y P°ssessi0» Presents an undoubtedstraued Epitheca, which leads me to suppose its true classification
may be with the Polyzoa. The Fenestellidie are also well represent
ed in these upper chert beds. The majority I have seen figured are 
mere fragments Now, here the radix or base presents itself, and 
hey widely differ in many instances; some like certain forms of the 

Graptolites are cup-shaped, others display a fan-like appearance, the 
stem proceeding from spreading rootlets. They are also often beau- 
tifulJy preserved.

It is much to be regretted that the swampy places near the 
Corporation drain, where Bryozoans are chiefly found, were unknown 
to Drs. Nicholson and Hinde when they visited Hamilton. It is 
about the last spot in which the geologist would ever dream of hunt- 
mg for organic remains. The Professors made the Fenesteliidæ „ 
special study, and discovered several forms previously unknowp-in 

Devonian rocks of Ontario. On this account, l regret no oppor
tunity was afforded me to point out to them where Niagara Polyzoa 
were obtainable, and in far better preservation than any known to . 
me extracted from the true limestones of the Niagaras used for 
building purposes.
, B“‘ tl!ejNiagara Sp0nges <main'y confined to these glaciated
layers which disappeared on the brow of the Hamilton escarpment 
in The Great Ice Age), the Cladoporæ, the Bryozoans (so charac- 
ter,stic) by no means represent the entire organic remains of that 
portion of the layers deposited. Graptolites, differing from any 
figured or described by Dr. Spencer, have been noted in the 
deeply grooved and polished upper beds of the city quarries, and 

. others adjacent. The Corporation drain swamp recently afforded 
several interesting specimens of rare flint-flake fossils, viz ■
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ST L I r,a' m0liteS Be"a Striata and aether (probably
to tL T rfrry iS imperfect- 11 bea”> a "ear resemblance 
to the Teutaculite, figured by Dr. Hall Iron, the Waverly beds 
Caleolus Herzire. In addition to Crania; Anna, already figured and
securing the rhe hTa f°SSi‘S °f UrJ SPencer' 1 ^cLded in 

securing the hmpet-h.ke dorsal valves of two other species, one of
wh,ch may be Crania Siluriana, as it comfs very near the description 
given ; the other differs from any known to me

The Ariculedæ, or Wing Shells, are also represented in the 
upper port,on as well as the base of the chert beds I forwarded to
contain!'10''"1 a"8"5,11 Palæ°ntolo«ist years ago a fiin,-flake 
conta mng an Ancula, namtng it A. Erpacerata. He appeared to
fhe n m Fweeise agreement with the European specimen known by

rather in V ‘ ‘nferred from hls fubsequent letter that he wasrather inclined to look on ours as an American variety
beds ^ee SPede; °' -1Cid,aSPiS PUt in an apPea™ee in the chert 
beds, only one of which, I think, has been described “
(bpencer).
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A. Halli ”

of the term in 1 m , S6emg ln any geological work a notice

escaped observation. It looks like an artificial mound such 
read of as occur,ng ,n the States. A few years ago a farmer opened 
a dram along the base, and exposed quite sufficient to satisfy me the 
great mass of boulders, sand and. clay had been 
retreating glacier. What ! Fresh 
see there?

ever

deposited by a 
water ice drop such a load

In the President's annual address, published in one of our ex 
changes (Bulletin Natural History Society of New Brunswick No 
XI), Prof G F. Matthews, alluding to modern faunas 
tracts, points out : “ We see in contrast two groups of animals- 
those that inhabit the warm shallow seas and those that 
found in the deeper and colder

of oceanic Ag;
numeroi 
limeston 
after de< 
but we r 
ascertain 
afford us

may be
parts of the ocean. As there are 

tracts occup.ed by waters of different temperatures, SQ there 
were m the earliest Pateozoic times, and this is shown by the re 
mams of marine animals entombed in the rocks. In certain regions
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ZtToZiVLy bUild7 fo™S “d Molluscs, which-.. z:::, mr :,s « - ~ * :
“« *r - «h« «y* "w.
teriainsVJiewXeld tyTanv £7* '7- Pr°fcSS°r en-

Graptolites (Ancient Sertula/ ^ æonto,°s'sls ‘«n now, that the 
indicated deep sea boHom «e ,T 77“ ‘° Shak beds a"d
of organic remains has mm H 7 "° k aware that ‘his class 
limestones of Ontario L,n " 7" rePreSenta,ives in the Niagara 
or five species) Glass Sponae 7 Pteropods (Conularias, four
Brachiopods, Fuc ds and G ^ * ^‘),
not likely to live hi water of77 S' “7 ,he lato were 

assume that the Archaeans of 177 COnSlderable depth, and if we 
protected the Mediterranean Sea f ",7 aCted as a barrier and 
difficult to explain wher u 7“ C° d Arcl,c currents, it seems
‘he Atlantic does now throughthe gu^f Gib^"" =“ a"' Sa™’ as 
It must be admitted that J , i Glbraltar'm an undertow, 
shales, but they re lÎd in .h” ^P'0'^5 ™ lhe Niagara
blue building'beds abov thi T'0? be‘°W " "e11 as in ‘b=
layers bear a str.ÏÏL reslw “,'e™L Indeed’ s»eral of the 

especially the ones «lied RC°ral Reefs>
so called I am unable to say it maT n 1 he Sand Beds.” Why 
certain of the Medina freestones fn colorait ^ ^ 

difficult manner to determine the depth nf ,h d 7 a" exceedingly 
‘he Brachiopods embedded in the rocks The ^ fr°m 
siderable majority of the shells found fossil^,nT^V

.rsrzts—»« - -»':2z
Again, taking the Trilobites for instance we all k„nu, n
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and we may reasonably infer that the Laminarian Zone of 
times did not materially differ from the sandsl 

chief!) 
blance 
as C/a 
lustre 1 
cal ex 
Wood» 
‘‘ The 1 

or part 
difficul

of the present day. 
Bryozoan (Polyozoa) so abundant in the chert bind of the Niagara 
Escarpment here, cannot be looked upon as safe guides in deducing 
geological conclusions regarding the depth of primeval seas. The 
modern Sea Mats, Mooses and “Mermaids Lace Work” are world
wide, inhabiting alike Arctic and tropical waters, attached to the 
floating Gulf weed (Sargassum) and to the dense sea forests that 
annually spring up about Norfolk Bay and the shores of the North 
Pacific. Indeed, fossil plants, Algæ or Fucoids, are not certain 
indicators on this point either unless undoubted evidence can be 
obtained that sea currents had not transported the broken sea weeds 
from a distant place. The Laminarian Zone is supposed to extend 
from low water to about fifteen or sixteen fathoms, but banks, etc 
may occur a considerable distance from land and there the plants 
would flourish, no doubt, yet they are liable to be torn away from 
their anchorage in heavy gales and carried seaward, not shoreward.
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fHE CHITON (MODERN COATI OF MAIL SHELL),

I wa# recently asked when the above named shell first put in an 
appearance in a fossilized state, 
he discovered

Sr
The late Professor Billings claimed 

a specimen in the Black River Series Cambro, Sil 
Hé named it “ Chiton Canadensis."

‘Anpther was described by the late Dr. Sailer, Palæontologist of 
the Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland. It came from ' 
th^ Coal Measures, Europe, and was named Chiton Carbonarius 
Th'e former I have„not seen figured or described, but little doubt 

'be entertained regarding the correct classification of the latter. 
We bray see how very imperfect the- geological Record 
when ftp specimens have been found in 
Devonian formation alone is
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„ ... \ nearly three miles in thickness.
/Jentahum, commonly called the Ttisk Shell, is another 
which apparently survived from Palæozoic times. f

I.

e,■ Mollusc,

. ANADONTA—UNIONIDÆ. \

In “Characteristic British Fossils,” of the late Professor W.\l 

'Baily of DublinXyou will find figured the oldest fresh water bivalve 
I think yet discovered. It occurs in the

r
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Wînte to 10 the Unionidat of ot,, lei,,/ ‘ f”’” * "-m,',.|>l, resent- 
as C/awu, J d0 nof l , k s and nvers> known better here
lustre of the family or whether* Tad' hPreSent®d the usual nacreous 
cal examination by the a,e J r SUbmittedmicroscop,. 

Woodward in a note, - Man a, offheMn PerhapS not 1 
‘ The fossil shells of he older rock , ’ ^ 2'Warks :

or partake of the stal l s S° general,y Pseudpmorphous 

dMcuu 10

notes, I received a packase d.Wt a r On/putting aside my 
the outer cover, I found ‘^Notes ontheT 0r,,removin6

shells in the Coal Measures South T °‘ Uni°-|ikeDoubts may be entertained rem ,f°8g'"S’ NÀ” by J. F. Whiteaves. 

specimens, but taking into account'd! L ^ affinity of the Dish
associated with true land rtlants If * ^ N°Va Scotia she11 was 
and that a portion of theW Vf a ITTh C°^
was found in the same bed few can d T V|V ^Nacreous throughout) 
conclusions are pretty accurate fH°U ■* Professor Whiteaves’ 
dentition) viz., that epr e„,7a„ h”^ abS“Ce °f the ^ge
Umcnidœ. 9 ^ ™ aberrant a"d extinct type of the

association.
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THE ARK SHELL.
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mes ttelow the beak This necli 1 ’ onnected by smaller
^11, and, from its external anl* Unkn°™ * Dr. Jas. 
»‘ned the fossil Tellinomya, as its shape 1° ^ ^ had PrevioMsly 
tio-ship to the Tellim and Myas Hall’s na 5““^ “ Cftain re,a- 
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parallel with the hinge as in Çbcullæa.” Leda, of the Leda 
clay, belongs to this family group. Nucula, another member of the 
family group, was also represented in Palaeozoic times.

TRIGONIA.

In Australia the sole survivor of its race, Trigonia Pedinata, a 
beautiful nacreous shell (interior purple or gold) may be obtained in 
Sydney Harbour. Woodward figures Trigonia Costata from the 
British Oolites, giving the general range of the Genera from the trias 
to the chalk, remarking, ' not known in Tertiarus.’ Silicified casts 
of Trigonia are found at Tisbury, preserving even thé animal itself 
with the gills complete. It is said there ate three species, but they 
are probably varieties only. In a paper I received from the late J. 
Beete Jukes, I find the following : “When acting as Naturalist in 
H. M. S. Fly, 1845, I came upon nests of Brachiopods under rocks 
(Waldheimia Australia). They varied so much in size, shape, etc , 
that McLeay proposed to make three species out of my first find. As 
they occured in family groups—parents and children, uncles, 
and cousins—I doubted the specific distinction. After collecting 
some hundreds, it was plainly perceptable that variation in size and 
in external marking from smooth to deep ribbing graduated into 
each other, attd there was no definite distinction,’’

I think there must be some mistake regarding the first appear- 
ance of the fossil Trigonia. Lirodes ma post striata is mentioned 
by Dr. Spencer as accuring at Burlington Heights in Cambro Silur- 

pebbles. I gave him one of three specimens obtained there, 
and unless we exclude external appearance altogether, it surely mus/ 
be considered a member of the Trigonidre.
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THE CYPRINIDÆ..

Representing a genera of shells formerly numerous—arealso 
on the wane. The modern Heart Cockle, Esocardia Cor., Fitish 
Seas and Astarte Sulcata are examples. Megaladons “ Megpomus 
Canadensis, Hale,” are said to belong to this group.

ARicuLiDÆ.

The Ariculidœ or Wing-Shells, to which the fam#is pearl 
oysters of Ceylon belong, and perhaps the Prima also (ahough I 
may add Tryon and other Conchologists consider thi latter is YVhi

necessari
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present with past ages, and however imperfect the record may be, 
and however difficult to comprehend the changes which have taken 
place underlying all, one may perceive that the accepted beliefs of 
former generations have lost, or are losing, their hold, not only on 
leading scripture men, but on the public as well. From the strange 
relationship this class of the Mollusc bears,'not only to the higher 
Lamellibranchs, but to Annelids, Tunicates and Polyzoa, it 
naturally attracted considerable attention of late 
researches may not have led to all that was expected, but they have 
yielded much important information already, and will pave the way 
for future investigation. So far back as 1834, Von Buch asserted 
that the classification of the Brachiopods ought to be determined by 
the nature of the pedicle opening. The general external features, 
however, continued the essential basis up to 1848, but about that 
time King pointed out the interior of the shell afforded more reliable 
data. This view, with additions of his own, was adopted by 
Davidson, and modifications were subsequently proposed by others.
It is now claimed that the results of the studies of fossil forms com
bined with that of living species have lid to the recognition and 
establishment of certain primary characters resulting in the discovery 
of an original structuré now applied to a more cortect classification. 
According to Professor Sheuchert, whose words I quote, Drs. 
Beecher and Clarke, Hyatt, Morse, Sheply and Brooks deserve 
great credit for their respective discoveries. Thus the views of Von 
Buch are now accepted. Better late than never.

It has been ascertained that Lingiflâ passes through two stages 
Paterina and Obolella, consequently it is no longer considered the 
prototype of its class, Paterina being the most primitive genius known, 
being found in lower Cambrian. Indeed it appears to be considered 
the ancester of all Bracheopods. .Forty-sevenlamilies or sub-families I 
are recognized. Six still living are represented as Plæozoic 
vivors, including Theridium, a Mediterranean I'erebratula recently 
traced back from the Trias fossils. But the specimen I have 
seen, and do not altogether understand the grounds of separation. 
Professor Whiteaves, the Palaeontologist of our Dominion Survey, 
is exceedingly cautious in reminding us not to forget Dr. Wobdward’s 
remarks which he incorporates in his own description, viz., “That 
the Molluscan Genera of the oldqr »of the newly discovered shell
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W
hisNOTES FROM OUR EXCHANGES-GEOLOGICAU AND 

ANTIQUARIAN.

BY COL. C. C. GRANT.
anc
org

Read before the Hamilton Association, March 30th, 18Q4. yet
In the middle division of the Upper Laurentian, below the St. 

John’s group (base Cambrian rocks), a very important discovery has 
been recently made by Professor G. Matthews, M. A., New Bruns
wick. He claims to have extracted low organisms, sponges, spicules, , 
and stomatoporid forms in this series at St. John’s. The latter is a 
calcareous column encircled by siliceous matter in whichyfhe wavy 
lines are considerably arched. He thinks it more closely allied to 
Cryptozoon Proltferum Hall (calciferous) than to EozootICanadense. 

You may recollect I submitted for your inspection a

to 1
and
par
rev<
gist
frag
she!
whi

f re>e
forn

w years ago
- a Cryptozoon I obtained near the Corporation DraiA, wjiich 

derived originally from “ Lime Ridge.” My specimen bore such a 
marked resemblance to the one figured in “ The New York State 
Survey” that I forwarded the fossil, and Dr. Jas. Hall’s figure of the 
calciferous one to Sir W. Dawson, as I was unable to perceive any 
marked difference between them.

Gre;

app;
que?

.

lateThe Rosette-like concentric form I fail to recognize in Professor 
Matthews’ problematical fossil, Archœozoon Acadiense. Yet I believe 
it represents a low organism—a jelly-like mass of Protoplasm, not 
widely differing from the Amabæ, still existing. The sponge spicules 
the Professor claims to have discovered in “the Plumbago bed” 
and “ Graphite ” itself may be questioned, and it certainly is diffi
cult to understand how on earth sponges came there if the late 
Sterry Hunt’s views regarding the origin of Plumbago are accepted.

But this cannot be said of the fossil named and figured in “the 
Bulletin, No. IX., Natural History Society of New Brunswick,” 
Cyathospongia Eozoiea. The Quartzite specimen from the Lauren- 
tians bears so close a resemblance to the Cambrian sponge—Photo- 
spongia fenestrata Salter— th^t its nature can hardly be doubted ; 
it merely differs in the size of the spicules. One of the principal
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objections regarding the animal nature of Eozooti was 
well defined fossils have

that no other
... _ been found in Archaean rocks, and Sir

. Dawson must be highly pleased at this recent discovery. How can 
his opponents, with any show of reason, explain away the additional 
evidence now forthcoming ? They can hardly accept Salter’s sponge 
and reject Matthews’. Hitherto no unquestioned or well defined 
organic remains have been found so low down in the earth’s crust ; 
yet indications of such have been remarked by several. I forwarded 
to an English friend, some years ago,- fragments of Drift Laurentian 
and Huroman boulders from Hamilton. He mentioned 
pared sections of

ever
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revealed, as he considered, organic matter. The chief Palaeontolo
gist of the United States, C. D. Walcott, found in the LaUrentians 
fragments of what he supposed to be a Trilobite and a phosphatic 
S iv '^_e Can hard|y exPect t° find many organic remains in rocks 
which have been rcrystallized Quartzites or Granites, although 
research or accident may yet reveal such in the limestones of the 
formation.

;j

f

"In truth.” .remarks the Director of the Geologifcal Survey of 
Great Britain and Ireland, “we are profoundly ignorant as to the' 
conditions under which these Archæan rocks arose. Is their 
apparent bedding original or the result of after disturbance ? The 
question cannot be answeted." One thing seems clear. If, as the 
late Sterry Hunt contends, the Archæan rocks are probably altered 
sedimentary depositspffiéy must have been derived from still older 
ones than any known to us, which disappeared completely in 
far off revolutionary change the world has undergone.

We are indebted already to Professor G. Matthews for the dis
covery of the Arcadian or St. John’s Group (2,000 feet Lower 
Cambrian). When the Potsdam sandstone was found resting on 
Archæan rocks, it was natural to suppose it was the base of the 
system, but it represented merely the rim of the depression or basin 
(the New Bjdnswick beds underlying).

)tmeKain unwillingness may be noticed, both on this continent 

and in Europe, among a few of the older Geologists to recognise 
the Cambrians of Sedgwick as separable from the Lower Silurians. 
Now, C. D. Walcott, chief Palaeontologist of the United States 
Survey, who has closely studied the Cambrians all over the conti-
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nent, emphatically asserts that it is as well defined a formation as 
the Devonian or any other.

gla
Ei

MOUND-BUILDERS AND INDIAN RELICS.

The systematic exploration of the Mound-builders’ remains, by 
the United States Survey, has led to the conclusion that they 
erected by the ancestors of the Red Man. 
undoubtedly satisfactory to Professor Lapham and a few of us who 
shared his views. It is amusing to reflect how slowly light dawned 
on this long debated matter. Dr. S. Peel, the editor of The Ameri
can Antiquarian, Chicago, in an early paper, considers it absurd to 
suppose that the Indians—for instance, Dakotas, Cherokees, etc.,— 

the Mound-builders, or that they were descended from them. 
Then later on follows the true conclusion, obtained apparently from 
more reliable data, that the Mound-builders were changed to the 
Indian merely by contact with the white man. Here we have 

i attempt to minimize the original mistake.
The Burial Mounds in the Northwest Territory, near Rainy 

River, appear to be more ancient than many opened in the United 
States. Mr. D. Young made a cutting into the one in which Dr. 
Bryce had previously obtained an earthenware vase. He found, it 
is said, the form of a man in a sitting position, with face towards 
the east, pieces of pottery beside him, as well as a large granite 
spear-head. The Winnipeg Free Press adds that Mr. Crowe also 
opened a trench in this Mound, in which was found a body in a 

* like position, encased in birch bark. Unfortunately it was not stated 
whether the incision was made through the summit or not, and 
the United States explorers inform us that it is quite a common 
custom still for tribes of the Aborigines to inter their dead in such 
places.
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A smaller Mound contained a skull and bones, with two 
all of which felt in pieces when toqched. Professor A. Lawson, an 
officer of the Canadian Geological Survey, found some copper beads 
and vessels, with three vases like the first one found by Mr. Bryce. 
Unfortunately the Writer does not state whether the former was of 

' nalive or “ white men’s ’’ manufacture. I have seen a vase from an 
ossuary at the Beach which had been roughly hammered out of a 
sheet of Like Superior copper. The same cemetery also conlained

vases
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South interred their dead in precisely the same way as in the North
west Territory. Mayor Powell’s Report is undoubtedly a valuable 
contribution to American Anthropology, but the Washington author
ities simply produce additional proof in support of views which a 
tew of us in Canada and the United States expressed many years ago.

The sea shells—Afactra Solidissima or Callista Gigantea— 
contributed to form “ shell money ” as well as Fulgar Carica and 
Venus Mercenaries. Wampum made from the river mussell—Unto, 
—as I have remarked, has been found in New Brunswick. Dr. 
Bryce, of Manitoba, is one of the few Professors in this Dominion 
who take much interest in Antiquarian matters. He, I believe, 
expresses the erroneous opinion that the Mound-builders were a 
distinct race which had been wiped out of existence by the Indians. 
Perhaps, if he should ever pay us a visit, I may suggest that he 

' ought to examine, the vqry interesting collections .of Mound imple
ments and other relics jn possession of Mrs. Carey and Mills, of 
Hamilton, and compare them with the valuable one at Toronto 
belonging to the Canadian Institute. If, after a careful comparison 
of these, his views.are not considerably changed, I shall feel greatly 
surprised. No doubt, in some instances, the implements obtained 
from the Mounds are superior to the ordinary ones we picked up 
in ploughed fields, but all are similar as regards design, and, indeed, 
the superiority is frequently in the other direction,
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REPORT OF THE CURATOR.

tht Hamilton Association during the year 1893-4.

t

1* Donations to

^^A°mnNan,ai?00f thC Sea Worm Tered0 Naval,s, with a 

by E. M Un°d 8 P'nePUC deStr°yed by the same.-Donated

Threepetnfied fish, of the Eosene period —By Mrs. C Lock 
A fine skin of the Horned Owl, and five other birds 

McLaren. x
A Boomerang, from Australia-By Mr. G. Taylor. ,
Stone Chisel, from New Zealand.-By Mr. W. Flitcraft.
The jaw of an Elephant Fish, from Bay of Bengal.-By J. S. Gri 
Small coin (medal) made of pure aluminum —By1——_
Beetles and Butterflies, from British Guiana-BJ, Mh Mcllwraith

thé'roPthkSd “P t™ thC batt,e field 0f Prest0B pans, fought on 
he 19th September , 745-Donated by Mr. Reid, of Hamil

ton, whose grandfather found the same.
0nes°efréédSilT MedalS, g,anted 10 the Six Nation Indians who 

ved in the wars of 181 a.—Loaned tiy Mr. C. Sewall
Copy of “ The Times » (newspaper) dated London, r79a, containing 

e! Chmlton Ne'SOn’S ViCt0ry0fthe Nile—Donated by Mr. B

A Venus' Basket and Shells—By Col. C. Grant.
A six pound Cannon-ball, from Navy Island—By Mr. Haskins 
A stuffed English Cuckoo—By Mrs: Littlehales.

va uable collection of Geological specimens—D. E. Roberts 
The Association has also received a very valuable collection of the 

ftrns of Arizona and New Mexico, and the sea-weeds of the Pa-
1 forCthé°mhve Pfr°- Wright- These have drived too late 

for the publication of a classified list, which will
next Journal of Proceedings.

A number of Fossil Sponges have been 
placed in the case) under the direction 
Mr. Walker, of Hamilton.

By Mrs. H.

eves.

appear in the

cut and polished (and 
of Col. C. Grant and

1
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The Museum has been kept open every Saturday afternoon dur
ing the winter, and very much appreciated judging from the number 
of visitors. A large number of Fossils have been added to the col
lection by Col. C. Grant and other friends.

Alex. Caviller,
May, 1894. Curator.
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REPORT OF THE PHOTOGRAPHIC
SECTION.

ator. R'ad at tht Annual Mating, May mth, ,S94.

In presenting this Report we leel pleased to think of the

lu ",e k’ “• ™ I... „«
In the month ot August Mr. John Eastwood announced that

M. Cunningham “"“‘.“i **
1892 and l893 as a record of the Club’s advancement 
same meeting it was , , At the

•;r ;■ =--*»--.:TJXg™7ïï‘rr.£L‘ 
*» ml*, Ï-ÏX"**” “»
members were present, as a lesson 
should have missed.

regrets that so few of the 
8ained that not one member

kindness in imp'ZgMorm^ tolhemembet' “ ““ * ^ 

During the month"of November several of our members sent

1. The result was very gratifying, Mr. Baker and Mr Lees 
being successful ,n having their names placed on the honor roll
held , n N°Vem^er I7th’ lSy3’ a special meeting of the Section was 
held te arrange for an exhibition of World's Fair slides loaned h

thedTor° Crera Club' 10 be held on Thanksgiving Day No/
23 At th3' ' STu °f thiS exhibi,ion y°u are all aware 1. '
Mr Gram d^d dSn JanUary 9‘h’ *894’ “ was. on motion of 
Mr. Grant, decided that a special meeting be held on the second
I uesday of February, March and April, when any business of a 
special nature could be taken up and general discussions on Phi

r

I v
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graphy held. These meetings have been of great benefit to a large 
number of mgmbers.

In the month of February this Club sent a number of prints 
and slides for competition to the exhibition of the Toronto Camera 
Club. The pictures were highly spoken of by the Photographic 
Journal, and our esteemed Chairman captured the bronze medal for 
his view of Mr. Copp’s house, in the Architectural class.

On the 13th and 14th of March a very interesting exhibit of 
photographs was held in the museum of our Association by this Sec
tion, and it was agreed by all who availed themselves of the 
opportunity of viewing the collection that it was, without exception, 
the finest collection of amateur phothgraphs ever gotten together. 
In a letter I received from Clarence B. Moore, he informs me that 
one of his pictures had been hung in the Salon at Paris and another 
in the Salon at London, England. This is proof that photography 
is rapidly coming to the front among the fine arts. Apart from our 

V own entertainments, the Club has provided two evenings for the 
* Association. The first evening was the display of pictures made at 

the opening meeting of the Association ; the other one the lantern 
night, which wa$ held on the evening of March 8th. Both of the 
evenings were very successful and were highly appreciated by the 
officers, members and friends of the Associaton.

I cannot close this Report without thanking all who have in 
* any way aided in making our entertainments and general meetings 

so successful, and especially to our esteemed chairman, Mr. Briggs, 
who has been so constant in his attendance at our meetings. And 
I hope that although he retires to-night from the chair, he will not 
lose any of his enthusiasm and interest in the Section.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
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Secretary.
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HAMILTON ASSOCIATION,
Statement of Receipts and (Disbursements for the 

Year ending May nth, ,1894.
chibit of 
this Sec- 
! of the 
;ception, 
:ogether. 
me that 
another 

:ography 
from our 
for the 

made at 
: lantern 
h of the 
l by the

\ INCOME. '
Cash balance from 1893
Government grant........
Sale i, Birds of Ontario. 
Interest on deposit..,.. 
Members’ subscription

$160 57 
400 00

$703 57
EXPENDITURE.

Rent......................................
Subscription to publication.....................
Printing notices, stationery and postage
Caretaker......................................
Insurance, repairs, gas, and sundry expenses 
Times Printing Co., for Annual Report. 
Balance on hand...................

• $206 50 

o- 9 50
68 70

• 54 73
• 189 71
• 132 43*

have in 
meetings 
. Briggs, 
;s. And 
will not

$703 57

Thomas Morris, Jr.,

Treasurer.
retary.

I have examined the vouchers and found them
correct.

H. P. Bonney,
Auditor.May 10th, 1894.
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(i) CANADA
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Ur
An

Astronomical and Physical Society...
Canadian Institute.................................
Natural History. Society of Toronto..
Department of Agriculture.................
Library of the University...................
Geological Survey of Canada.............
Ottawa Field Naturalists’ Club........
Ottawa Literary and Scientific Society
Royal Society of Canada.....................
Department of Agriculture.................
Entomological Society........................
Kentville Naturalists’ Club.................
Murchison Scientific Society...........
Natural History Society.......................
Library of McGill University.............
Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science

Toronto. Bu
Ca]
Cal

"C SarX
Un

Ottawa. Mil
Aca
Aca
Mis
Am

.. London.
,. Kentville, N. S. ,y 
.. Belleville.
.. Montreal.

Nev
The
Ami
Ami
New
Ton
Cen
Cori
Johr
Kan
Wist

Halifax.
Quebec.Literary and Historical Society of Quebec

L’Institut Canadien de Quebec.................
Natural History Society of New Brunswick. <.. St. John. 
Manitoba Historical and Scientific Society 
Guelph Scientific Association......................

Winnipeg.
Guelph.
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(2) UNITED STATES.

Kansas Academy of Science. 
Kansas University Quarterly Topeka, Kan. 

Lawrence, Kan.
Psyche
Am'eric Cambridge, Mass. 

Boston, Mass.

Museum of Comparative Zoology .'".'i..............bridge, Mass.

American Dialect Society.....................
United States Department of Agriculture 
Biological Society of Washington...
Philosophical Society of Washington
Smithsonian Institution.............
United States Geological Survey 
American Society of Microscopists 
Buffalo Society of Natural Sci 
California Academy of Sciences.
California State Geological Society 
Santa BarbaraSociety of Natural History 
University of California.....................
Minnesota Academy of* Natural Sci
Academy of Natural Sciences........
Academy of Sciences.......................
Missouri Botanical Gardens..........
American Chemical Society..........
New York Microscopical Society..
The Linnean Society...................
American Astronomical Society 
American Geographical Society...
New York Academy of Sciences ..
Torrey Botanical Club...................
Central Park Menagerie..................
Cornell Natural History Society.... Tlk„„. „ „
Johns Hopkins University ..... ................N' L
Kansas City Scientist... ... . ............................ Baltimore, Md.

Wisconsin Academy of Science, Art and Letters, Madison, wl

an Academy of Arts and Sciences 
Library of Oberlin College................GS

ass.

N V
Washington, D.C.1

... Buffalo, N. Y.

San Francisco, Cal.

Berkely, Cal. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
St. Louis, Mo.

New York City.
S. V

. V,
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Society of Alaskan Natural History and Ethnology, Sitka, Alaska.
Agricultural College ..................
Colorado Scientific Society.........
Museum of Natural History....
Rochester Academy of Sciences

Lansing, Mich. 
Denver, Col.
Albany, N. Y^t 
Rochester, N. Y.

/
(3) WEST INDIES.

Institute of Jamaica Kingston, Jamaica.

(4) SOUTH AMERICA.

The Royal Agricultural and Commercial Society 
of British Guiana........ ;.................................. Georgetown.

II.—EUROPE.

(1) great Britain and Ireland. 

England.
Bristol Naturalists’ Club Bristol.
Literary and Philosophical Society of Leeds.... Leeds. 
Conchological Societjjyx,.
Royal Society.....................
Royal Colonial Institute..
Society of Science, Literature and Art

London.1

Geological Society.................. ............................
Manchester Geological Society...........................
Mining Association and Institute of Cornwall.

Manchester.
,

Scotland.
Glasgow Geographical Society 
Philosophical Society...............

Glasgow.

Ireland
Royal Irish Academy.......................
Royal Geological Society of Ireland 
Naturalists’ Field Club................... ..

Dublin. *

Belfast.

(2) AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

Anthropologische Gesellschaft .. 
K. K. Geologische Reichsanstalt

Vienna.
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(3) BELGIUM.
Société Géologique de Belgique Léige. .

' (4) DENMARK.
Société Royal des Antiquaires du Nord .̂

(5) FRANCE.
Académie Nationale des Sciences, Belles-Lettres

et Arts..........................................................
Académie Nationale des Sciences, Arts et Belles-

Lettres................................................ * (
Académie Nationale des Sciences, Arts et Belles-

Lettres ..............................
Société Géologique du Nord .
Sociét Géologique de France

Copenhagen.

Bordeaux.

Caen.

Dijon.
Lille.
Paris.

(6) GERMANY.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein 
Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein

Bremen.
Carlsruhe.

(7) RUSSIA.
Comité Géologique fcSt. Petersburg,

III.—ASIA.

(i) INDIA.

Asiatic Societies of Bombay and Ceylon.
Asiatic Society of Bengal............................
Geological Survey of India..........................

Calcutta.

(2) STRAITS SETTLEMENT

The Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.. Singapore. 

(3) Japan.
Asiatic Society of Japan Tokyo.

IV—AFRICA.

(i) CAPE COLONY.

South African Philosophical Society........... Cape Town.

I
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V-—AUSTRALASIA.
(i) AUSTRALIA.

X

The Australian Museum....................
Royal Society of New South Wales. 
Linnean Society of New South Wales 
Australian Natural History Museum .
Public Library of Victoria____V....
Royal Society of Queensland.............

Sydney.

Melbourne.

Brisbane.
(2) NEW ZEALAND.-

New Zealand Institute Wellington.
H(3) TASMANIA. 

Royal Society of Tasmania....................... ye........... Hobartown.
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THE LATE DR. JOHN RAE, LL.D., F. R. S., F. R. G. S.

Dr. Rae was First Vice-President of our Association when it 
established in 1837, and in the following year he was President. 

His name has been in the list of our honorary members for several 
years, and we have always considered it a great honor to have had 
such a famous man connected with 
capacities.

Iwas

Association in the foregoingour

Born in the year 1813, in the Orkney Islands, in the north of 
Scotland, he was therefore in his 80th year at his death, which took 
place on the 13th of July, 1894, in London, England.

He studied medicine at Edinburgh, taking his degree in 1833, 
and entered the service of the Hudson Bay Company in the 
year. In 1846 he set out on his first voyage on behalf of the _ 
Company, and so successfully was this accomplished that he 
offered and accepted the place of second in command of the 
dition under Sir John Richardson, to search for Franklin, 
expedition was unsuccessful, but in 1849 Dr. Rae was appointed 
to command pother search party to the Arctic coast In order 
to utilize the time before navigation opened, he, accompanied 
by two men, made a journey along the shores of Wollaston Land, 
traversing over 1100 miles, he himself dragging the sledge. The 
average day's journey was about 25 miles, and the whole shore was 
minutely examined, including Victoria Strait, in which, as it after
wards appeared, Franklin’s ships had been abandoned. Continuing 
the exploration, he and his party, with the aid of snow-shoes, 
marched continuously at the rate of 27 miles a day to Fort Garry, 
now the city of Winnipeg. In eight months they had travelled 
5380 miles, 700 miles of which was newly discovered territory. For 
this he got the Gold Medal of the Royal Geographical Society. 
Again, in 1853, he took command of an expedition organized by

same
same

was
expe-
This

;
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the Hudson Bay Company to trace the west cost of Boothia, and, 
from information obtained from the Esquimaux, he succeeded then 
in placing beyond all doubt the fact that Franklin and his men had 
perished from exposure and hunger. On this occasion he pur
chased from the natives a number of the relics of the ill-fated party. 
Returning to London in the early part of 1855, he found that he 

entitled to .£10,000, which the Government had offered for the 
first news of Franklin, a fact unknown to him while conducting the 
Expedition. It should be stated here that he shared this sum with 
his men, and again resumed his position in the Hudson’s Bay ser
vice. This, however, he left as soon as his pension could be se
cured, and for some years he resided here and in Toronto. It was 
during this period that he was a member of this Association. In 
i860 he married a daughter of Captain Thompson, of Toronto, who 
survives him. In the
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sam<r year Dr. Rae took the land part of.. 

survey of a contemplated telegraph line to Amerrna from Britain via 
the Faroe Islands and Iceland. Greenland was next visited, and 
in 1864 he took a leading part in a telegraph survey from Winnipeg 
across the prairies and through the Rocky Mountains. Subse
quently some hundreds of miles of the dangerous parts of Fraser 
River were run down in small dug-out cdnoes without a guide, a 
most perilous undertaking, blit successfully accomplished. He saw 
much in his time of unknown parts, covering some 1800 miles of 
previously unexplored ground. He settled permanently in London 
about 1866. His reports to the Royal Geographical Society are 
very valuable. He was a frequent and welcome attendant at the 
meetings of that Society, where his record of travel, his genial 

and graphic powers of description were often in request.
Our late honorary member, Dr. Rae, who has gone to his rest, 

was a grand old man. His name recalls the age of romance in 
Arctic exploration, when attempting to reach the North Pole or 
searching for the northern passage was a far more hazardous opera
tion than it is to-day. For nearly half a century Rac’s name had 
been connected with the moving tale of the long search for Sir John 
Franklin. It was to Rae that the English publie were indebted for 
what they came to know of the fate of Franklin and his party.

Dr. Rae was a man of fine, resolute courage, of tender sympa
thy, of manly and heroic persistence. The modern world knew lit-
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tie of him, but scientists honored him. He was a jnan of remark- 
e persona lty. As a man, he was simple, courageous, honest and 

true ; he was of gregt stature and immense physical powers, as his 
age of fourscore, after many years of peril and privation in Arctic 
regions, testifies. He was buried in the church yard of Kirkwall 
Cathedral, in the Orkneys. So that all 
Arctic hero rests

that was mortal of the 
among the people whom he loved, where the 

northern sea and the wild bird notes make the music that he loved 
Dr Rae was also a Fellow of the Royal Society, and was greatly 

honored by many foreign scientific bodies.

REV. W. P. WRIGHT, M. A.

To many of the older members of the Association, the subject 
of this notice was well and favorably known. No member 
nected with this Association from 1870 to 1882 
in his attendance, and

con-
was more constant 

earnest in hifc endeavors for its best in- 
terests, than the late Professor Wright. His genial disposition and 
kindness of heart made him much beloved by his fellow members.

During his connection with this Association he did much for it. 
He was for many years a member of the Council, and in i88r was 
rirst Vice-president. He contributed 
valuable

more

many very interesting and 
papers to the Association, all indicating an intense love of 

the beautiful in nature, and a habit of close, observation of his
modes of operation. Geology and Botany were his favorite pur- 
suits—the latter especially so.

V

He was an industrious collector of specimens. His collection 
of Ferns and Algæ, now the property of the Association, donated 
through the kindness of Mrs. Griffith, of this city, will have a place 
in our Museum, and will be a beautiful reminder of his beaiitiful
ofeusnremembereitand “"k''0 mind hischeery> haPPy face, as home

Mr. Wright was born at Pompey, Onondaga County, New York, x 
in 1828. He came to Canada when r i years of age, and graduated 
from Victoria University, Cobourg, in 1846, being only ,8 years of 
age. He afterwards completed a Theological course of study in 
New England, and was called to Cobourg as Professor in 1850. In 
1855 with Dr. Dempster and Professor Goodfellow, he lato the 
foundation of what is now the North Western University of Evans
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I Chicago. He taught for some-time there, and then was " 
£4Ês minister in the Rock Rive/Conjerence. Returning in 
Canada, he was called to the Chair of Natural Science in 

the Ladies’ College in this city, filling it with great acceptability for 
20 years, when he and his family moved to California. He died at 
Los Angeles on July 3rd, 2893, aged 65 years.

As a boy he was very bright and studious. He had a splendid 
memory; at 23 years of age his name was on the college register 
with names of young men almost twice as old, apd his teacher at 
that time declared that he had already passed a course of long, hard 
classical study, with others so many years older than himself. As a 
minister he was instructive. He was a successful teacher, and made 
his class-room a very pleasant place.
4 He was witty, intelligent and very kind, and as has already 
been hinted, his face was fcfye exponent of a spirit,whose life-purpose 
being cheerfulness, had indelibly written upon it a radiant hopeful
ness.

tpi

18<

1

a

Previous to his death he had a long period of weary suffering J 
yet even up to the last he did not complain, and retained his char
acteristic courage.
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HONORARY,

. 1881 Grant, Lt.-Col. C. C., Hamilton.
1882 Macoun, John, H. A., Ottawa.
1885 Dawson, Sir Wm., F. R. S., F. G. S., F. R. C. S.,
1885 Fleming, Sanford, C. E , C. M. G., Ottawa.
1885 Farmer, William, C. E., New York.

23 »
'886 Small, H. B., Ottawa.
1886 Charlton, Mrs. B. E., Hamilton.
1887 Dee, Robert, M. D., New York.
1887 Keefer, Thomas C., C. E., Ottawa.
.890 Burgess, T. J. W, M. D„ F. R. S. C, Montreal 
1891 Moffat, J. Alston, London.

CORRESPONDING.

1871 Seath, John, M. A., Toronto.
1881 Clark, Chas. K., M. D., Kingston.
1881 Van Wagner, Lieut -Col. P. S., Stony Creek 
.88. Spencer, J. W„ B. Sc., Ph. D., F. G. S., Savannah, Ga.
1882 Lawson, A. C., M. A., California.
1884 Bull, Rev. Geo. A, M. A, Niagara Falls South. 1
1885 Frood, T., Sudbury.
1889 Yates, Wm., Hatchlev.
1889 Kennedy, Wm., Austin, Tex
1891 Hanham, A. W., Quebec.
1892 Woolverton, L., M. A., Grimsby.

LIFE,

I885 Proudfoot, Honi Wm., Q. C, Toronto.
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JOURNAL ANÏÎ PROCEEDINGS.

ORDINARY.

1892 Adam, Alex. E.
1882 Adam, Jas. R.
1881 Aldous, J. E". P., B. A. 
1872 Alexander, A., F. S. Sc. 
1892 Alexander, Ernest. 
rSÿi Arthur, C. C., M. A. 
1892 Baker, C. O.
1892 Baker, Alfred H.
1885 Baker, Hugh C. ' 
1880 Ballard, W. H , M. A,
1880 Black, Geo.
1890 Bonney, H. P.
1881 Boustead, Wm.
1892 Bowman, J. VV.
1881 Bowman, Wm.
1880 Briggs, Simuel.

1857 Brown, 4dam
1891 Brown, O. J., M. A.
1885 Buchanan, VV. tv.
1892 Buckley, Miss M. A. 
1792 Burkholder, J. G. Y. 
1880 Burns, Rev. A., D. D,,

LL. D. ’
1894 Burns, Miss B.
1891 Burns, J. M.

1889 Campbell, I). J.
1894 Campbell, Robt.
1892 Cameron, Chas. E.
1890 Cape, John
1891 Carpenter, H., B. A.
1891 Chapman, J. R.
1891 Chapman, W.
1880 Charlton, B. E.
1891 Cheyne, John P., Com

mander R. N.
1884 Childs, XV. A., M. A

1890 Clark, D., D. D. S.
1890 Cloke, J. G.
1887 Colquhoun, E. A.
1894 Crawford, G.
1891 Crawford, J. T„ B. A.
1892 Crisp, Alf. C.
1880 Cummings, James 
1892 Cuttriss, Geo. H.
1892 Davidson, Mrs.' M.
1S72 Dickson, George, M. A.
1880 Dillabough, E. H., M. D. 
1892 Devine, A L.
1892 Dow, R. C.
1891 Eastwood, John M.
1892 Edgar, Robt. L.
1890 Elliott, VV. H., Ph. B.
1881 Evans, J. DeV.
1891 Evans, W. Sanford 
1891 Fearman, F. W.
1882 Ferres, James
1890 Finch, C. S.
1880 Findlay, VV. F.
1880 Fletcher, Rev. D. H., DD. 
1880 Forbes, A. F.
1891 Foster, F. G.
1880 Foster, VV. C.
1892 Garrett, A. D.
1880'Caviller, Alex.
1882 Caviller, E. A., M. D.
1883 Gibson, Hon. J. M., M.A.,

LL. B.
1888 Grant, A. R.
1892 Grant, W. J.
1887 Greene, Joseph 
1883 Grossman, Julius
1888 Galbraith, VV. S.
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i894 Hansel, F., D. D. S.
1882 Harris, W. J.
1892 Hearing, A. H, H., O.S.A. 
1887 Hobson, Thos’.
1890 Holden, Mrs. J. Ro 
1892 Holliday, John, M. A.
1891 Here, J. C.
1887 Ireland, S. J.
1892 King, A., M. A.

Laidlaw, Rev. R. J., D. D.
1890 Lancefield, R. T.
1884 Lee, Lyman, B. A.
J892 Lees, George 
1890 Lees, Thomas 
i857 Leggar, Matthew 
1890 Leslie, Geo. M,
1880 Leslie, James, M. D.
1880 Littlehales, Thomas 
1892 Lochead, L. T., M. A.
1887 Logie, W. A., B.A., LL. B. 
1880 Lyle, Samuel, Rev., B. D. 
2891 McClemont, Wm. M.
1894 McConnell, Miss L.
1891 McCullough, C. R.
1857 Mcllwraith, Thos.
1890 Mclnnes, Hon. Donald 
1884 McLaren, Henry Major

.1890 McLaughlin, J. F., B. A. 
1880 Macdonald, J, D., M. D. 
1857 Malloch, A. E., M. D.
1891 Manning, A. E_
1890 Marshall, William
1886 Martin, Edward, Q C.
1892 Mathesius, R. A.
2892 Mills, Edwin
1887 Mills, Geo. H.
1886 Milne, Alex.
1884 Mitchell, Wm.

2887 Mole, Wm., M. R. C. V. S. 
1892 Moodie, Jas. R,
1887 Moore, A. H, Lieut.-Col. 
1890 Moore, Charles
1890 Moore, Henry E.
1892 Morgan, Arthur
1891 Morgan, S. A., B. A.
1886 Morgan, W. S.
1887 Morris, Thomas Jr.
1883 Murton, J. W.
1870 Mullin, John A., M. D.
1891 Myles, Wm. H.
1880 Neill, A, T. 
i887 Nelligan, J. B.

Noyes, Mrs. Ed. F.
1892 Overall, M. J.
1885 Plant, John 
1892 Pottenger, John 
1892 Powis, A.
1892 Rastrick, E. L. *
1892 Rastrick, F J.
1881 Reynolds, T. W., M. D. 
1990 Roach, George 
1892 Robertson, R. A.
1882 Robinson, W. A.
1892 Ross, Lucien, G.
1892 Rutherford, Geo.
1887 Sanford, Hon. W. E.

I 1892 Sanford, E. Jack 
1890 Schofield, W. H., B. A.
1880 Scriven, P. L.
1892 Sinclair, S. B., M. A.
1885 Smart, Wm. L.
2892 Southam, Richard 
1890 Staunton, F H. Lynch- 
1890 Staunton, George Lynch 
2890 Stratton, A. W., B. A.
1892 Swanzie, Miss Kate G.
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1892 Sweet, David 
1892 Sweet, Harry 
1892 Smith, J. H.
1892 Sykes, W. J., B. A.
'892 Thompson, R. A., B. A. 
1881 Tuckett, Geo. E„
1891 Turnbull, A. C.
1892 Turnbull, J. D.
1892 Turnbull, W. R.
1880 Turnbull, William 
1891 Turner, J. B., B. A.

1892 Turner, W. J.
1891 Tyrrell, J. W., C. E. 
1881 Vernon, Elias, M. D.
1887 Walker, A. E.
1892 White, Wm.
1888 Williams, C. J.
1881 Williams, J. M.
1892 Wilson, Wm.
1857 Witton, H. B.
1885 Witton, H. B., Jr., B. A. 
1891 Witton, J. G., B. A.
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OFFICERS FOR 1894-5.

yvroiiUTil.
S. BRIGGS

0

lot yirr^vroibrnt.
A. T. NEILL.

•-iith Itiir yiroibrnt.
T. W. REYNOLDS, M.D. i

(focrropoitbing Srrretary.
W. McD. LOGAN, B. A.

Itccorbiitg Srrvrtanj.
. MORGAN, B. A.?

frmtoitm*.
THOS. MORRIS, Jr.

(fitvatov.
ALEX. CAVILLER.

,\oot. Spc’ii anb (fimitor.
WALTER CHAPMAN.

CTointril.
JAMES'FERRES, A. E. WALKER,

P. L. SCRIVEN.
REV. J. LONG. M. A., LL. D. 

W. H. ELLIOTT, Ph. B. 1

JUibitm.
H P. BONNEY.
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